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The explosive herein mentioned signifies black powder invented in ancient
times. The history of explosive is not so simple as that of nitroglycerin. From
the following points of view, I have studied the problem.

1. Black powder is a mixed explosive, consisting of three elements; potassium
nitrate (saltpetre), sulfur and charcoal. In what continent is the natural

* Translated from the Journal of the Industrial Explosives Society, Japan, 1967, Vol. 28,
pp. 322-329 & 403-413.
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saltpetre produced? Who discovered and made use of it, and who made
'black powder' therefrom?

2. How many data are there on the development from the invention of black
powder to the making of fire arms, extending from a point to line, line
to area and world over.

3. Can these facts be proved accurately from the literature? Since 1952,
when I published the "chronological table of the explosives history in
Japan" in the Journal of the Industrial Explosives Society, Japan, (vol. 13.
p. 179-190), I have made efforts to solve this problem and made a chronolo
gical table for the gun-powder of ancient times. Details are in the at
tached paper.

Summary

1. Discovery of nitre {potassium nitrate)
Of the three components of gun powder, sulfur and charcoal are found through

out the East and West of the world. But the nitre in the old days, before Christ,

it was discovered only in China as 'earthen nitre', 'river nitre' and 'rock nitre.'
Around in 1600 A.D. in Bihar, India, nitre was discovered by an Englishman,
and has since then been exported at the rate of several thousand tons per year.
Nitre was also produced in other areas including Pakistan, Kirguiz and Turkman,
in USSR., etc. In Chili, sodium nitrate is produced naturally. But no relation
to the history of gun powder . 'Earthen nitre' in China is produced in the form
of calcium nitrate in Shan Tung province and is made into the nitre by the action
of wood ash. 'River nitre' is produced in the form of crystal in rivers near Mou
Hsien, Szu Chu'an Province. 'Rock nitre' is produced as the ore in Shan Si

Province, etc.

2. Utilization of the nitre

In the 16th century B.C. "Papyrus Ebers", a pharmacological book, was issued
in Egypt, while in China, 4th century B.C. the 'Wu Ts'ang Shai Ching' were published.
In B.C. 220 nitre and sulfur were described in the 'Chou I Ts'an T'ung Ch'i.' T'ao

Hang Ching, who wrote the variorum edition of the 'Shen Nung Pen Ts'ao Ching'
(A.D. 502), divided the nitre into pure nitre and plain nitre, and delivered the
former to the alchemist and the latter to the physician. Thus the pure nitre was
then made.

3. Application of the nitre to the alchemy
In Egypt, in 275-194 B.C. alchemy was in its prime. In 220 B.C. in China,

^Chou I Ts'an T'ung Ch'i', the oldest alchemy book, was written by Wei Po
Yang. In it nitre, and sulfur were described. In 160-122 B.C. (at the period of
Wu Ti of Early Han), sulfur, charcoal and nitre were described in 'Chun Nan
Tzu', a lientan text written by an alchemist Chun Nan Wang Liu An.

4. Invention of gun powder by alchemists

In China, Shih Huang Ti of Chin searched for a medicine of immortality
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beyond the Eastern Sea. Lao Tzu started alchemy, and in 220, B.C. Wei Po Yang
issued the 'Chou I Ts'an T'ung Ch'i' the first book of Alchemy. In 160-122 B.C.,
three components of black powder, sulfur, charcoal and the nitre were described
in the 'Chun Nan Tzu' of Liu An. It proved that the alchemy was a technique
for separating the gold and silver from the gold ore including the copper sulphide.
In 125-144 A.D., a hut was burnt from the flame of alchemy furnace of I Wei Lao
Jen. At the hut of alchemist Cheng Su Yuan, his fire ambassed nitre process (264-
322 A.D.) When gold ores and sulfur and orpiment were closely burnt in a
vessel of nitre content, by the flame from the furnace he suffered burn on his hand

and the hut was burnt down. In the fire-ambassed sulfur process of Sun Ch'en
Jen of Tang «682), two liang each of nitre and sulfur of powders were mixed.
They were put into a silver basin, which was then fired by three seed of glcditschia
and finally 3 chins of charcoal were added. When summarizing the records of
disaster caused by the fire-ambassed alum process of Ch'ing Hsu Tzu, we can con

clude as follows: When the gold was separated from the silver at low-temperature
reaction, by adding the nitre and sulfur to the gold ore in the alchemy furnace for
making into gold, explosion occured, by adding the charcoal at the first stage by
mistake (which must be added at the final stage). Consequently, in the 2-3rd century
A.D. or probably 2nd century B.C. black powder was invented by alchemist ac
cidentally.

5. Gunpowder in India
Near Lahore, in West India in 325 B.C. Alexander the Great was defeated

by means of thunder bolt made by the Oxydal people on their city walls. It was
assumed some explosible matters connected with the saltpetre got there. (4) However
no literature was found available on the later development to the invention of
explosive or other fire arms.

6. Experiment making and use of gunpowder (7-9 Centuries)
Description of the explosion in the 'Chen Yen Miao Tao Yao Lioh' of Cheng

Su Yuan in the 4th century aroused the interest of Sui (589-618) and T'ang (618-
907) court in making the gunpowder through the topics of alchemists and gold.
Yang Ti of Sui made various jests with gunpowder. They have developed fireworks
into fire trees and silver flowers of the fireworks in the T'ang Dynasty, while the
cracker developed into the fire cracker (850) and probably further into the gun
powder.

About the 10-kingdom, 5-Tai dynasty after the fall of T'ang dynasty, composi
tion of gunpowder was standardized in Chiang Nan. It was about in the Nan
T'ang dynasty (937-975), when the nitre was produced in large scale and applica
tion to fire arms was developed. At least in Pe Sung (969-1126), gunpowder was
applied to the military regime. And from it Pe Sung was able to establish her
Dynasty.

7. Development of the explosive arms (10-13 Centuries)
Explosive arms were firstly employed by the Pe Sung government for the
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military purpose (970, 1045), they built the powder mill and fire arms work in
Ta Ming' (Shan Tung) and in Che Chu (Shan Si) respectively (1040). The triple
war among the Sung, Chin and Mongols, which began in 1126 explosive arms were
first used, by the Sung, but these production areas were occupied by Chin in 1127
and by the Mongols in 1214. The following explosive arms were developed, in
the 10th to 13th Century.

a) Fire arrow; Pe and Nan Sung Dynasty.
b) Radiation fire arm; fire burster, fire lance, firing lance (both in Nan Sung),

flying fire lance (Chin Dynasty)
c) Explosion fire arms; Fire ball, fire stone ball, thunder ball (Pe Sung), stone

ballista, chin pieh pao, chin pien lime bottle, fire ironball, fire stone
bomb (Nan Sung), iron bomb, chen t'ien lei (Chin), fire stone ball, chen
t'ien lei (Mongols Dynasty)

Powder flask; it was used by the fox hunters.
As for the firing arrow, gun powder cartridge is tied to its front, and it is pri-

mered. In relation to the fire lance, bamboo is charged with powder to emit the
flame, 20 m long. As for the firing, iron, porcelain, wood, etc. are charged with
powder. Safety fuse is fired immediately before firing. Bomb is thrown by
crossbow, etc. and explodes after it fall on the ground. 'P'ao' at that time is an
arm, in which the powder is wrapped in stone, metal or other materials, and thrown
off.

In the reign of Nan Sung, fireworks are used in South China, chiefly in Hang
Chou. True fireworks including the fire cracker, fire screen, fire rat, etc. were

brought on the market and enjoyed in the palace. In the meantime, the Arabian
trading ships seems to have carried them to Arabia.

8. Propagation of fire arms to Arabia and Europe
In 1200 B.C., 900 B.C., and 500 B.C., fire arms were used in Troy, Mesopotamia,

and Greece respectively. They are, however, incendiaries without such nitre, as
the petroleum, sulfur, charcoal, etc. Automatic fire which was used in Rome in

222 is a system that the mixture of quick lime and asphalt is plead into a ball, and
water is added to cause a spontaneous ignition. Greek fire, which was used in

Constantinople toward 670, consisted of sulfur and resin oil. Both of them are
not explosives.

In 1219, Mongolian troops used the poisonous fire can, fire arrow and fire
bomb in the battle of Amu river, poisonous smoke ball in the battle of Liegniz in
1241, chen t'ien lei (iron bombs) in the battle of Bagdad in 1258, also iron bomb
(chen t'ien lei) in the landing operation in Hakata Bay of Japan in 1274. For
the defenders there was no fire arm, since the secret of powder could not be solved.

In a medical book written by Ibn al-Baitar, who died in Damascus, Irak in

1248, nitre was interpreted as the 'snow of China'. In 1249, in a book of an
Englishman, Roger Bacon, process for making nitre, "sal petrosus" (earthen nitre
process) and the composition of black powder were described. In an Arabian
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fire techoical book, it is reported that the Moor threw fire arms from baJlUtas la
Nibra, Spain la 12S7. lUostration of fiyiog fire anns of Madfa, etc. are also drawn
thereia. From these facts, it is conceivable that the fire arms were introduced
into Europe through Arabia.

In these researches, I have received kind instruction from Assist Prof. Mitsu-

kuni Yosbida, Kyoto University. In addition, 1 have utilized the works of Dr.
Seibo Arima, Feng Chia Sheng, Cbao Tieh Han and Hime. In this eonnection,
I hereby express my hearty appreciation to these researcbeis. Maps of the explosives
history in andent times shown in Figs. 0, (1), (2) and (3) are the records of places
where the powder and fire arms were made and used. I shall be happy, if these
data will serve in discovering of ancient gunpowder and fire arms conducted by
archaeologists. Composition of the ^npowder, and details of fire arms shall be
described in the later pan of this article.
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Part I

Chronology of the Explosives History in Ancient Times.

Note: Figures in the parentheses indicate the No. of reference book

Judgement: According to the details, the following judgement by author has been passed on;

O Nitre
@ Explosive

© Radiation fire arm

© Explosion fire arm

(g) A kind of firework

A Incendiary (non-explosives)
X No relation to the explosives

§1. B.C., Discovery of the Nitre, Development of Alchemy and Pharmacy

Century Judge
ment

Description

Geological
era

o Natural resource area of the nitre
China: Earthen nitre (Shan Tung),

river nitre (Szu Chuan),
rock nitre (Shan Si, Hsian Si, Kan Suan, Ching Hai) (12.14,
6.23)

India: Bihar province (26)
West Pakistan (northern region)

(Geological map of India)

B.C.
1190±

A In the battle of Troy, Troy troops defeated the Greek fleet with un
quenchable flame and liquid fire.

B.C. 850 A As the fire arms, incendiaries were used in the battle of Mesopota
mia, Irak (27)

500-450 A In the military tactics of Sun Tzu in Wu of Chiang Su, soldiers with
fire, pile of fire, transportation of firing arms, materials, troop with
fire, and fire work were used, (24) for the attack by fire.

500-470 X In the military tactics of Fan Li of Yiieh (Che Chiang province),
ballista of stone called 'p'ao of stone' was described (24)

429 A Spartans (Greek) used incendiaries, small wood piece, sulfur and
pitch in the battle of Plataena. (7)

460-377 X Medical books of Hypokrates, a Greek, were completed (8)

410-304 A Allied navy of Sparta threw shells of sulfur, pitch and pine resin
by means of ballista of stone and setting fire to the Athenian fleet
(25)

403-221 X The oldest Chinese pharmaceutical books, 'Wu Tsang Shai Ching'
and 'Shan Hai Ching' were published. (3)

325 © Alexander troops, which invaded India, were defeated by Oxydarac
by means of thunder bolts thrown from the castle wall in the area
(east of Lahor) of Hyphases branch of Indus river. (4)

275-194 X In Alexandria, Egypt, Arabian alchemy was in its prime (1, 2)

220± O In the oldest Chinese alchemy book of Wei Po Yang, Chou I Ts'an
T'ung Ch'ih', we can find 'siao and liu' which means letters of nitre
and sulfur. (1, 6)

160-122 O In the Chun Nan Tsu of Huang^Pai Shu (alchemy) of Liu An, Chun
Nan (Anhui), letters of the "sulfur, charcoal and nitre" are
found. (1, 6)

141- 87 © In Robert Norton's Gunnery, it is reported that powder was invented
in the reign of Vitey (Wu Ti) of China and used in the battle against
Kou Nu. (4)
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§2. 1-6 Century: Invention of Explosives

Century Judge
ment

Description

A.D.
125-144

200±

200

222-235

226-239

257

0-305

300±

317

350

502

502-557

§3. 7-9 Century:

604- 18 (g)
A

7- 9ct.

659 o

670± A

In the 'Tai Ping Kuang Chi', item of Later Han, it is stated as follows:
When Iwei Lao Jen made Elixirs 'Tan Yo' Tou Tzu Ch'un (a famous
man in the reign of Shun Ti of Later Han in his younger age), called
upon him.
The old man went out for a while. When Tou waked from his sleep
near the fireside, big fire broke out from the furnace, flame reached
the roof, and the alchemy hut was burnt down. (21)

O  In the Shen Nung Pen Ts'ao Ching, medical book of Later Han,
there are found letters of the "nitre and sulfur" (1, 6)

X  In the San Kuo dynasty, Ts'ao Ts'ao of Wei threw stones at the
Yiian Shao troops by means of stone throwing vehicle in the battle
of Kuan Tu (Shan Si). The latter troops called it the "thunder ve
hicle", and were afraid of it. (20)

Alexander YI, of the Roman Empire called the "automatic fire",
a ball which contains mixture of quick lime and asphalt, a small
quantity of water, which cause thermal evolution and then fired. (25)

In the reign of Ming Ti of Wei, Ma Kou in Fu Feng (North China)
made firing crackers. (22)

Chu Ko Tan, who had been surrounded by the Szu Ma Wen Wang
(Wei) troops in Shou Ch'un (present ShouHsien in Anhui province),
destroyed the enemy's weapons by means of stone throwing vehicle
and fire arrow. (20)

The Romans used the fire arrow, and shot the fire lances from the
machine. (25)

In the reign of Western Tsin, 'Chen Yen Miao Tao Yao Lioh'^
written by Ch'eng Su Yiian (264-322) disclosed the fire ambassed
nitre process: When the sulfur and orpiment were closely burnt
in a vessel containing the nitre, flame broke out to burn the hand
surface and the hut. (21, 22)

O  In the Pao P'o Tzu of Ko Hung (Western Tsin), there are found letters
of nitre, sulfur and charcoal.

Aeneus in Roma put the sulfur, pitch, incense, pine resin and tow
into an oval wooden container, and threw it on the deck of enemy's
ship. In the meantime, Kegetius threw the sulphur, bitumen, rosin
and naphtha into the enemy's ship. (25)

O  Tao "Hung Ching of Liang (South China) described in correct at
tention of Shennung Pentsao Ching, the nitre (mother name is Glau
ber's salt), discriminated between pure nitre and sodium sulphate
by means of violet flame, and handed over them to the alchemist
and physician respectively. (21)

X  'Iwei T'ung^Kua Yen' of Liang disclosed that "the crackers were
used in the New Year". (22)

Utilization of Gun-powder

'Wu Yiian' of Lo Chin reported that "Yang Ti of Sui made various
jests of powder". In Lo Yang at that time, a magician exhibited
various plays. (22)

In the item, 'T'ang Tai Huahuo Shu' in 'Wu Li Siao Shih' written
by Fang I Chih of Ching, fire tree and silver flowers are described. (6)

In the 'Sin Siu Pen Ts'ao' (Tang Pen Ts'ao) written by Su Ching
et al., plain nitre, saltpetre and sodium sulphate are detailed. (3, 5)

On the basis of the advice given by Kallinikos, Heliotrope of Syria,
East Roman Empire annihilated the Califate fleet by means of Greek
fire made from the sulfur, pine rosin and petroleum. (25)
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Century Judge
ment

Description

<682 © Fire ambassed sulfur process in the 'Tan Ching' written by Sun
Ch'en Jen of Tang it disclosed as follows: Two liang (75 g each)
of nitre and sulfur were powdered, mixed, put into a silver basin,,
and 3 pcs. of seed of glcdischia, and 3 chin (1.8 kg) of fine charcoal
were added, etc. (1, 21)

683 A In the battle of Mecca (Saudi Arabia), Kaaba were fired by the
incendiary shells of Syrian troops. (25)

712 A The elephant, on which King Alor (Dahil in West India) rode, was
bumt to death by means of naphtha arrows released by the Moslem
troops. (25)

808 © According to the 'Ch'ien Hung Yung Ch'en Chih Pao' Chih Cheng*^
of Ch'ing Hsu Tzu (in the reign of Hsien Tsong of T'ang), two liang
of nitre and sulfur, each, and 3.5 chien of Monkshood (75:75:13
grams) were used to make a fire ambassed alum process. (21)

813 A In a stmggle within the califate troops, Bagdad (Iraq) was bumt
by fire arms released from the Hostile camp. (25)

§4, 10-13 Century: Development of fire arms.

904

904

940

940

941

970

975

1000

1002

1002

1040

1045

A

A

A

©

A

0

0

0

0

0

Before the end of T'ang, Cheng Fan of Wu Ch'en, attacked Yu Ch'ang
(Nan Ch'ang in Chiang Si at present), fired the Lung Sha Men
with flying fire by ballista. (22)

The Califate troops, which attacked Salonika (Greek), threw ceramic
pots charged with mixture of pitch, pine, rosin and quick lime. It
covered the bodies of the enemy and suffocated them to death. (25)

In a chemisti7 book written by T'an Ch'iao of Ch'u (Che Chiang)
there is a principle of the chemical reaction of Taoist. (22)

At the beginning of the reign of Pe Sung, Hsii Tung in his book
*Chai Shuo' as follows: fire p'ao is a ballista using: explosive, fire
ball is fired by ballista after the ball is made of powder, ti^ to the top
of arrow, and set by pulling the wire. After this age, nitre was called
*yen siao'. (21)

East Roman Navy poured from the stem, sea fire liquid made from
naphtha, quick lime and sulfur through the tube or syphon, over the
Russian fleet, which had attacked Constantinople. (25)

In the *Sung Shih Ping Chih', it is reported that Feng Chi Sheng
et aL, developed the fire arrow system, and the Emperor ordered
to experiment it. (6)

Ch'ao Suttg of Sung used the fire stone ball (huo p'ao) and fire
arrows (huo chiang) to overthrow Nan Tang (South China). (21)

Tung Fu of Sung donated the fire arrow (huo chiang) fire ball (huo
ch'iu) and fire dart rocket. (6, 21)

Shih P'u of Ch'i Chou [Ho Pe] of. Sung made fire ball and arrow,
which were taken by Chen Tsong. Then the premier observed their
test. (21)

In the reign of Chen Tsong of Sung, Lo Yung Si invented a hand
ballista (portable ballista). (6)

At the time of Jen Tsong of Sung, Pe Sung government built a gun
powder factory in Pien Ching (Haifeng, Honan), and further built
the factories for asphalt, petroleum, etc. (6, 21)

Pe Sung government issued the Wu Ching Tsung Yao, in which the
blending of powder, construction of fire arrow, thom fire ball, poi
sonous smoke ball, etc. were described, (they shall be hereinafter
described). (24)
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Century Judge
ment

Description

1096- 99

1126

1126

1127

1127±

1127

1129

1130

1132

1134

1135

1161

1161- 64

1160- 90

A

©

©

0

©

©

0

A

0

0

In the battle of Nice of the 1st Crusade, Califate troops threw pitch
and fatty balls. They shot fire arrows with pitch, sulphur and tow
from the wall of Jerusalem. (25)

Chin besieged Pien Ching, capital of Sung. Ts'eng Chien of Sung
repulsed the Chin troops by means of fire arms, fire arrows and firing
stone balls; and Li Kang also repulsed them with thunder ball
(p'ili p'ao). (21)

When the Chin troops besieged Tung Ching (Hai Feng), they arranged
no less than 100 ballista seats. Rain of flying stones struck the castle
soldiers, and the casualties were as many as 10-20 persons per day.
(6)

When Chin captured Pien Ching, capital of Pe Sung, she also occupied
Tai Ming (Ho Pe) and Che Chou (Shan Si), production centers of
gun powder and fire arms. Therefore, she succeeded in taking over
the technique of making the powder (21, 22)

On a chess board dug out of the earth from Lo Yang, two firing balls
'huo p'ao' on every sides of the seats of three persons sitting face
to face were drawn. Letter of 'huo p'ao' explosive ball has come from
the fire, not from the stone. It seemed to be the articles made after
the Nan Sung. (22)

According to the Tung Ching Mung Hua Lu written by Meng Yuen
Lao, firing crackers immediately thundered, and all the people were
surprised. Great fire smoke broke out. Smoke poured out of the
mouth of the masked devil. (22)

Lin Tzu Ping of Nan Sung suggested that such fire arms as the stone
ballista, fire arrows, etc. should be used on board the ships to defeat
the Chin troops on the coast along Fu Kien and Kuang Tung. (21)

When Wan Yen of Chin attacked Shan Chou (Shan Ken Honan),
Li Yen Shan of Nan Sung defended by means of chin pien pa'o.
(21)

Li Heng, besieged Te An, attacking with long ladder. Ch'en
Kuei, general of the defense army made over 20 fire lances, i.e. long
bamboo pipes charged with gun powder, let two men fired them
immediately before the use and burnt the enemies of land bridge.
(21, 22)

When Chin invaded Hao Chou [Peng Yang, An Hui] of Nan Sung,
Chin pieh lime bottles with arrow stones were shot out of the castle.
(22)

Chin fleets attacked Ts'ai Shih Chi on the south shore of the Yang
Tzu Chiang, Yo Fei made veiy thin and brittle pottery bottles, which
were charged with poison, lime and iron pickles. They were used
for sea battle. In the smoke of lime ballista *hui p'ao', rebelling
soldiers could not open their eyes, and were heavily defeated. (22)

Wan Yen of Chin troop tried to cross over the Yang Tzu Chiang
river, Yu Yun Wen of Nan Sung made thunder ball 'pi li p'ao'.
Paper cartridge was charged with petroleum and sulfur, and set.
When these balls were shot in the sfy, they thundered, fell into
the water, and ignited to blind and seriously defeat the enemy. (22)

At the head of a volunteer corps, Wei Sheng of Nan Sung made
Hai Chou, [Chiang Su] the base of operation to resist the Chin. He
created stone bombs 'huo shih p'ao' and fought the enemy at the
distance of 200 pu (360 m). (22)

In the reign of Shih Tsong of Chin, Tieh Li in Yang Ch'u Hsien [Tai
Yiian, Shan Si] caught foxes by powder flask *huo fou' using chicken
as the lure, and hid himself on a big tree. When the foxes came, he
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fired the fuse of fire flask, and threw it. When the flask made a
great noise, and exploded, he caught the foxes, taking advantage of
the confusion of foxes. Although the quality of fire flask was un
known, flask shell was made of paper, and gun powder was wrapped
in paper to make the fuse. (21, 22)

In the reign of Hsiao Tsong of Nan Sung, fireworks 'yen huo'
made its debut. The then firing cracker 'p'ao chang' at present is
the box fire. After ignition, it went off with the loud explosion, and
then various kinds of flowers and ghosts appeared. 'Ping feng' is
a curious screen. Outside the screen, there is a picture where a demon
catches the devil. Inside were various kinds of plays after the fuse
was ignited. Fire rats 'ti lao shu' came out from underground,
firing and dancing around. (21)

Chin and Sung government strictly controled the mining of sulfur
and nitre, and peoples applied the powder only to amusement. (21)

Chin moved its capital southward to Pien Ching (Hai Feng), and the
Mongol captured Chung Tu (Pe Ching). In this connection,
powder and fire arms expert and techniques in Chin were transferred
to the Mongol. (21)

Chin besieged Ch'i Chou (Ch'i Chun, HuPe), arranged 13 sets of stone
ballistas, and shot the ironbombs into the castle. Iron bomb 'tieh
huo p'ao' was calabash shape, its mouth was small and the bomb
was cast of pig iron, 6 cm. After firing the fuse, the length was
cut according to the distance to the target, ball burst when it fell on
the ground. (21, 22)

Li Song of Tsung was surprised to see at the firework of a mole 'ti
lao shou' in the garden court of the capital, Lin An [Hang chou,
Che Chiang]. (22)

Mongolian general Touloui captured Hochung Fu [San Kuan, Shen
Si]. With 3000 garrisons. Pan Ngo K'o took the ships by force and
escaped. He destroyed old ships by iron bombs 'chen t'ien lei',
when he crossed the channel. (21)

Yuan troops made 13 rods bamboo ballistas, shot the stone bullets
of ball size, levelled the castle wall and set fire the castle by firing
stone balls which shot the tinder. (22)

Chin Shih Chiang Shen Chuan reported that the 'o p'ao' was made,
and cannon ball shot at a distance of over 100 po (180 m) by several
men was able to hit the target. (22)

Mongols second attacked of Nan Ching [Kuei Te, Ho Nan of Chin]
while the Chin used the chen t'ien lei (iron bombs).
Iron bombs charged with powder flew off a long way to burst. Their
roar was heard 100 Yi (60 Km) off. Fire and heat spread over the
area, more than half se (18 mxl8 m). (21, 22)

Mongolian soldiers covered with ox hide tunneled their way below
the Nan Ching castle. Chin troops killed the Mongolian, hanging
the iron bombs on the iron ladders. (22)

In the 2nd battle for Pien Ching (Haifeng) of Chin with the Mongol.
Chin used the flying fire lances 'fei huo chiang' to burned an area,
over 10 Pu (20 m) ahead. Soldiers could not advance. (22)

In the battle of Nan Ching (Kuei Te) Chin defeated the Mongol by
means of flying fire lances (fei huo chiang). As for the flying fire lance,
tube, 2 shaku (0.6 m) long, made of 16 piled sheets of extended yellow
paper was charged with willow charcoal, iron slag, porcelain frag
ment, sulfur, arsenic frost, etc. When it was ignited, flame reached
no less than 3 m in front of the lance. (21, 22)
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Allied army of Mongol and Sung besieged Ts'ai Chou (Ju Nan Ho
Nan). Mongolian troops fired the fire balls 'huo p'ao' to bum the
castle. Ai Tsong of Chin hanged himself, and Chin was perished.

Mongol attacked An Li [Shou Hsien, An Hui] of Nan Sung, fired the
fire stone balls 'huo p'ao', to bum the castle. (21)

In the reign of Li Tsong of Sung, Mongolian troops came up north-^
ward from Yuehnan (Yunnan—Annan) to surprise Si Nan District
of Sung. When Minister Li Tseng Po inspected Ching Chiang,
(Kuei Lin—Kuang Tung) he found 95 sets of iron bombs 'tie hua
p'ao', large and small, 95 pcs. of fire arrows and 105 units of fire
lance 'huo cuiang'. These were only suflScient for HOC men in one
battle. He immediately ordered to supply from Arsenals. Wherein
units of iron bombs found in Ching Chou (Chiang Ling) Arsenal
can produce 1000-2000 units of firing stone balls. 10,000-20,000"
pcs. of its stock in Siang (Siang Yang) and Ying (Chung Siang) in
Hu Pe respectively. (21)

In the reign of Li Tsong of Sung in Shou Ch'un (Shou Hsien), shi
huo Chiang was invented. A fire lance with missile. Large bamboa
was made as a tube, the upper part was charged with powder. In this
tube, a ball was loaded. After igniting the powder, flame came out
and when it vanished the ball was shot out, at the time it made a
noise which was heard in a place over 150 po (270 m) distant. (21)

Mongolian troops besieged Siang Yang and Fan Ch'eng (Hu Pe)'
for no less than 5 years. In order to help their allies in Siang Yang,
Ch'ang Shun and Ch'ang Ching let 3,000 men get on board 100
boats separately, and gave them fire lance and other arms, then
routed the Mongolian troops grouping over Han Shui 120 li (72km>
long, and entered into Siang Yang. (21)

Ch'eng Siang, Pe Yen of Yuan attacked Sha Yang (Ching men area,
Hu pe). As Ch'uan Lu Wang, the defending general did not
surrender, Ch'ang Chiin Tso, artillery-man laid siege to the castle
by means of huo p'ao (fire balls). The sky was immediately covered
with smoke and flame and the castle fell.

Pe Yen of Yuan ordered to Shih Pi attack Yang Chou (Chiang Tu,
Chiang Su). Two men subject to defending general Chiang Ta was
stabbed with fire lance. Shih Pi cut the left man by sword and fell.
(21)

When Ching Chiang (Kuei Lin, Kuang Tung) fell, Lou Ling Hsia,
defending general of Sung fired a large cannon 'huo p'ao'. The castle
walls were destroyed, and 200 garrisons were killed to ash, while a
large number of Yuan soldiers outside the castle were also killed.
(21, 22)

Ch'ang Shih Chieh of Sung, and Ch'ang Hung Fan of Yuan fought
a sea battle in Yai Shai (on the sea near Aomen, Kuang Tang).
Both of them employed 'huo p'ao' during the battle, but Sung was
defeated and destroyed. (21)

§5. 13 Century

1221

1241

1232-1299

Transmission of Chinese Gun powder and fire arms to abroad.

0

0

When Genghis Khan conquered the west, in the battle of Amu River,,
against Khorazm Empire (South east of Aral Sea and Iran), his
troops threw stones by crossbow ballistas to break the castle walls,
and used poisonous powder flasks 'du huo fow' fire arrows 'huo
chian' aiid fire stone ball 'huo p'ao' to bum the castle. (16, 21, 26>

When Patu conquered the West, his troops used poisonous smoke
balls in the battle of Wahlstadt near Lignitz in Poland. (21, 16)

Wu Lin Chiu Shih of Chou Mi reported that "boys in Si Hu (Hong
Chou) competed with one another playing the fire crackers, in which
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the fuses were concealed'*. Meanwhile fired the rocket ring *yan
chi lun' Miu sing' ran etc. and the metear 'shui p'ao feng pi'".
(22)

Mung Liang Lu of Wu Tzu Mu of Sung reported that "screen was ar
ranged in the palace hall, picture of catching devil was drawn thereon,
fuse was concealed therein. When it ignited, over 100 pcs. of fire
works broke out continuously".

1232-1299 0

99

0 In the meantime, Siao'^Ching Yen of Hang Chou reported that there
were fire works venders.

99

0 When Chung Yu attended Nu Chou (Kin Hua, Che Chiang), they
found 4 experts in the fire work.

1241 e When the Olmutz castle of Moravia (Slovakia at present) was besieged
by Monogolian troop of Bhatu, fire arrows were used to bum the
temple. (16)

1218-1258 ® In the Dynasty of Nan Sung, the royal family played fire works in
Lin An (Hang Chou), capital city. Fire crackers and fire works
were sold in the market. At this time. Nan Sung made trade by
marine with the caliphate countries vigorously. In Kuang Chou,
Chao Chou, Chuan Chou and Wen Chou, there were foreign con
cessions. Gun powder and fire works seem to have been exported
to Arabia for making the fire ring, tube fire and China iron (Chi
Lun, meteor and iron slag in China). (22)

<1248 o According to the medical book written by Ibn al-Baythar (Arab of
Spain blood), who died in Damascus in 1248, nitre was interpreted
as 'the snow of China' and he made considerably pure quality nitre.
(21, 25, 26)

1249
©o

Roger Bacon of England wrote in his book "Operibus artis et
magiae" that the mixing ratio of black powder was 7 (nitre): 5
(sulfur): 5 (charcoal), and gave in detail the refining method for
nitre 'sal petrosus'. (25)

1258 © In the battle of Bagdad, Houlague of Yuan used the chent'ien lei
(iron bombs). (21)

1259 © In Nibra, Spain, the Moor (Arab) threw stone and filth by means
of stone ballistas, and shot thunder missiles. (25)

1259 0 In the battle of Melilla in Morocco, the Moor also used cannons or
fire arms.( 25)

13th-14th
Century

© In a book of tactics in Arabic, there are illustrations of the Titan fire
lance and arrow. Some illustrations are shown in the Madfa draw
ing in Leningrad Museum. We can conclude that it was made of
fire lance. (6, 21)

1273 X When Yuan attacked Siang Yang (Hu Pe), Ismaon, Khorazmian,
made the Siang Yang ballista. It is not a true cannon, because it
threw stones on the basis of the principle of lever, when manpower
of stone ballista is substituted by the heavy stone. (6, 21)

1274 0 In the 11th year of Bun-ei age (Japan), when the Yuan troops landed
at the Hakata bay, Japan, they shot 'tie p'ao' which means iron
bombs, when they retreating from the fight. The Japanese troops
surprised t'ien by their thunder and called it 'teppo'. This iron bomb
was 'chen j'ien lei', (approx. 18 cm. dia.) (6, 21)

1275 X Marco Polo, a Venetian arrived in Shan Tu (E 116° N 43°) in April,
met the Emperor Shih Siang (Coubilai) of Yuan. He then traveled
into China (6, 10) which was 2 years after the attack of Hsing Yang.
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Part n. Commentary

1. Nitre in China

1. Nitre according to Pharmaceutical Books
As described in Part I, Summary 2, Potassium nitrate was discovered since

before Christ. Pharmacological books were published also before Christ.
In the Shen Nung Pen T'sao Ching, which was published in Dynasty of Later

Han, one of these pharmaceutical books, there are found letters of 'siao' the nitre
and 'sulfur'. (1, 6)

In the Sin Siu Pen Tsao (Nin-naji edition) in 659 A.D. (in the reign of T'ang),.

there was another letter of 'siao'. In the Chin Shih Cheng Lui Chi Pen

Ts'ao (23) selected by T'ang Shen Hui (Pe Sung) in 1082, and the Chung Siu Chen Ho
Ching^Shih Cheng'^Lui Pli^Yung Pen^Ts'ao of Ts'ao Hsiao Chung (Pe Sung)
in 1116, there are the following descriptions: "Nitre is bitter and cold". It is
harmless in the coldest season. "It shakes off the fever of five visera, washes off the

conjested bowls, pushes the undigested portion of food out of the bowls, and
removes detrimental vapour; if it is kneaded into pellets, and taken dosed con

tinuously, one would feel light in weight", one feels he can become sien ren,
who could ascend to heaven. It is also termed the 'mang siao' the sodium sulphate
and its resources are in the mountains and valleys of I Chou. Wu Tu, Lung Si
and Si Chiang and there was no seasonal restriction with mining.

The phrases in the above quotation marks are the original of the 'Shen~Nung;
Pen'^Ts'ao Ching' and the revised Pen Ts'ao and other additional remarks.

In the second place, Tao Yin Chii (50 A.D.) noted as follows: "It has an effect,
similar to that of 'p'o siao' the plain nitre. Saltpetre found with the po siao is
'siao shih p'o'. They are similar to each other in colour and physical properties.
When it is severely burnt, violet flame breaks out and become the ash. This is
'chen siao shih' the true nitre, which before us called 'mang siao'. At present by
kneading 'mang siao' the sulphate 'p'o siao' is made.

In the reign of Sung further note as follows: "This is called 'ti shuang*^
the nitre crystals in earth. Nitre collected in a frost state as the earth in winter is
a material different from 'p'o siao' and 'mang siao' the sodium sulphate.

The above I Chou is capital of Minor Han in the Sankuo dynasty. It is a
general name of the Ch'eng Tu area, Szu Ch'uan province (N 29°, E 103°). Wu
Tu the Wu Shai area, Kan Suan province (N 35°, E 105°), Lung Si the Tien Shui
area Kan Suan province (N 35°, E 105°), and Si Chiang the western part of Ch'ing.
Hai province (N 35°, E 95°). (11) From a view point of productive condition, it
is the rock nitre hereinafter mentioned.

T'ao Yin Chii is T'ao Hung Ching of Liang. As mentioned in the item, in

the year of 502 of the above table, nitre was discrimated from the sodium sulphate
by the flame color reaction, and the nitre was handed over to the alchemists. (21)

2. Making of the Nitre and gun powder
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Although it is a reference book of later year, the T'ien Kung K'ai Wu, (5) written
by Sung Ying Sing in Chiang Si province in 1632 at the end of Ming dynasty, it has
described as follows: Nitre is produced in China as well as in foreign countries.
In China, it is produced chiefly in the northwestern region. When it is sold in the

southeastern area, its venders must obtain a license from the government, or puni
shed for illegal sale. Salt vapour made underground seeps out on the ground. When
the district is near the water and the layer is thin, it becomes 'yen' (as 't'u siao',
earthen nitre in Shan Tung). When it is near the mountain, and the layer is thick,
however, it becomes 'siao shih', (as rock nitre in Shan Si). In the north area of
Ch'an, Chiang and Chun Shui. After the mid autumn season, man sweeps the
ground surface under the floor of his house yard. He takes a small quantity of nitre
and refines it. Nitre produced in Szu Chun is called the 'ch'uan siao' (river nitre).

When 'tu siao', an earthen nitre is put into ajar, and kept in water for a night,
impurities appears on the water surface. After skimming it off, the solution is
put into a kettle, and water is added, boiled and evaporated. The residual solution

is poured into a container, and kept over night. The nitre is crystallized. Cry
stals floating above is called the 'ma ya siao' (means horse teeth shaped nitre).
Varieties of nitre are formed in various places. Of them, the impurities are called
'po siao' the plain nitre. After removing impurities, nitre crystals is placed into
the water again, and boiled well together with several pieces of laifu, and poured
into the chisel. After a night, it is crystallized into 'p'en siao' the tray nitre. In
making gun powder, 'ma ya siao', the sharp crystal nitre and 'pen siao' tray nitre
have the same effect. In roasting large quantity, earthen pot is used. W^en the
saltiness is dried fully, nitre is immediately taken up, and powdered. In powder
ing the nitre, iron runner must not be put into the stone hand mill, because the
stone rubbing against the iron makes fire, and causes unforeseen trouble.

It has been written that "sulfur should first be added to the nitre and rubbed,

and thereafter add charcoal powder". (5) In the reign of Sung, this process
was introduced from Ming to Korea in 1374 to defend against the 'ho k'ou', the
Japanese pirates. From the fact that it took three years from 1271 for Marco Polo
to travel from Rome to Pei Ching approximately 10,000 km., it was quite
conceivable that the overland transportation of nitre, a strategic material, would
have been almost impossible. Thus the Arabs and the West cannot use them to
make explosives during these periods.

2. Ballista, Stone Ballista and Crossbow in China (Fig. 1)

1. 'P'ao', the ballista can be also understood as the 'p'ao' of every kind.
Original p'ao, the ballista means that stone is wrapped in something and thrown
at the enemy. It is quite different from the present cannon. Ballista described
in the preceding of Fan Li of Yiieh in the Ch'un Ch'iu dynasty (B.C. 620-609)
weighed approx. 7.2 kg. Stone was shot by stone ballista, and flew a distance of
500 m.
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2. Stone ballista: in A.D. 200 stone throwing vehicle used by Ts'ao Ts'ao
of Wei at Kuan Tu (N 35°, E 110°) in A.D. 200 was called the "thunder vehicle"
by Yuan Shao. But it was only an expression of the roaring sound. In the Wu
Ching Tsung Yao, there are such words as the 'pao che', cannon wheel, 'tan shao
p'ao', single rod ballista, two-rod ballista, five-rod ballista, 'suan feng p'ao',
cyclonic ballista, 'hu tung p'ao', tiger reside ballista, etc. All of these are stone
ballista made of wood, in which 50-100 men draw one end of the lever using as

many ropes to throw the ballista at the other end.
As discussed in the book written by Dr. Arima, etc. (6, 12) 'S'iang Yang

ballista', or 'Moslem ballista' is a wooden weight equipped with lever-type
stone ballista, and is not a modern cannon. It will threw a huge stone of 90 kg

in weight and make a hole of 2.1-2.4 m deep, into the ground. Consequently
the Yuan troops brought the Fan Ch'eng and Siang Yang castle garrisons of Sung
to their knees. For his merits, Ismail, Khurazmian was appointed general of the
Army (6, 21, 24). Yuan might have utiUzed the Moslem cannon, which was used
by the Khurazm troops against the Mongol troops in 1221. I support Dr. Arima's
view (6) that Marco Polo did not take the the part in the plan. He came to China
too late to participate in the attempt.

3. Crossbow: Three bow crossbow illustrated in the Wu Ching Tsung Yao

(24), is as follows: Three bows are bound together, and one string is drawn
by something like a vise. Arrow fit on to the bowstring is shot, when the set pin is
taken off. It is equivalent to 70 men's power. It can fly one lance and three

1. Stone ballista throwing the P'ao (of Pe Sung system)
2. Weight equipped lever-type stone ballista

(Hsing Yang ballista or Moslem ballista)
3. Triple-bow crossbow

Fig. 1. Various Kinds of Stone Ballistas
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sword blades a distance of 500 m. In relation to the explosive arms, D'Ohsson's
Mongolian History reported only the fire arrows. But the Mongolian troops re
ported that they destroyed the capitals in Central Asia and Europe using crossbow
ballistas and firing arms of explosives.

3. Development of the Alchemy in China

1. Alchemy in Western Europe

The first alchemy was developed in the northern Mediterranean coast of

Egypt, chiefiy in Alexandria (N 30°, E 30°). About the 3rd century, Zoshimas
issued his alchemic, magical and mythical books. Alchemy is a process for making
the gold and silver from base metals, 'chemia' in Greek changed into the 'alchemia'
in Arabic. It was the age of Ptolemaios dynasty that was supported by the governor
general after the death of Alexander the Great. The famous Archimedes's prin
ciple (B.C. 282-212) was said to detect counterfeit money. This alchemy was there
after spread all over Syria and Persia, the territories of Roman Empire and together
with the Ching Chiao, it was introduced into China in 634 (at the beginning of T'ang
dynasty). At this time, the main international traffic was the "Silk Road". In

the east, it led to Chang An via Samarkand, Pamirs and Tun Huang. In the west,
it led to Bagdad, Damascas, Constantionople and Roma. In A.D. 97, Kan Ying
of Later Han went to Parthia. In A.D. 166, envoy of Marcus Aurelius, the Roman
Emperor came to China through the above route.

2. Alchemy in China

Shih Huang Ti of Ch'in (B.C. 221-210) searched for the medicine of longevity
in Tung Hai. He found out that when food is taken by means of golden tableware,
man can enjoy a long life. In the mountains far from the villages, or in huts in
valleys, sien ren, men of learning, later scientists and alchemists including Lao
Tzu, (B.C. 350±) founder of Taoism made every effort to make as much gold and

silver as possible. One of the earliest books of alchemy is the Ts'ang T'ung Ch'i
of Wei Po Yang (B.C. 220) which discussed the incorporation of three elements,
I of Confucianism, philosophy of Taoism and the alchemy for making 'tan yo'
the elixirs. According to this book, sulfur, mercury, etc. were acted upon
the base metals where such five elements including the wood, fire, earth, gold and
water, and five colours including blue red, yellow, white and black were added to
make 'tan yo' the elixirs.

Later in the reign of Wen Ti of Han, Liu An (B.C. 160-122), King of Chun
Nan the alchemy in the Chun Nan Tzu were described as follows: "By means of
nitre, sulfur and charcoal, mud was made into gold, and lead into silver". In

the Pao P'o Tzu, Ko Hung (in Chiang Su (280-340)) of Western Tsin stated that the
"part, of chintan relates to the alchemy, and the basic materials for making Tan
are, similar in case of Wei Po Yang, mercury and gold" (1, 21, 22). Heating equip
ment of Tan Yo (alchemy) at that time is as shown in the Fig. 2. The reaction
chamber 'Shen Pao' is an oval vessel made of gold of approx. 150 gr. Golden
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Fig. 2. Heating equipment of Tan Yo' alchemy.

water pipe connecting to the silver water reservoir is inserted into this chamber^
Materials are placed in the bottom of the reaction chamber, and fire is put between
the chamber and the porcelain or the external earthen pot, to cause the chemical
reaction. As the equipment is cooled by water, the reaction temperature is kept
below 100°C (1). The original objective of alchemy is to separate the gold and
silver from the base metal. In a book of identification issued in 1518, (9) it is
described as follows: Separation of gold and silver by nitric acid; separation of
gold and copper by a process, heated with sulfur and nitre; Sulfur is enclosed
in the wax so as to avoid burning quickly. Also separation of gold and silver by
charcoal leak process, etc. From these descriptions, it is conceivable that gold
and silver were separated from the ore including the copper sulfide. It was said
that when man took a series of 'tan yo' for a long time (say 100 days), he
could become a superhuman, who can ascend to heaven, even without wing^
Following Tai Tsong of T'ang, 6 or 7 emperors who believed the above legend
took these Tan Yo, died young, and it became a great issue. In this connection it

has been transferred from the insoluble mineral substance to soluble remedy. Thus
nitre and sodium sulphate have become the light body medicine (1).

If the alchemy, together with Ching Chiao, comes from Persia as mentioned
above (in 638), it would be after the T'ang dynasty. Therefore, in the reign of Han,
Sankuo, Tsin, Nan Pe Chao and Sui before the T'ang alchemy would have been
developed independently in China.

4. Invention of Gun Powder from Alchemy

As previously mentioned, alchemy, where the nitre, sulfur and then the charcoal
were added and heated at low temperature, was studied in the reign of Wei Po Yang
and Liu An in the 3-2nd century B.C. But record of explosion was not found.
In a section of the Tai Ping Kuang Chien in later Han, the following description was
noted (21): When I Wei Lao Jen was making Tan Yo, Tou Tzu Ch'un (man in the
reign of Shun Ti of Later Han, 125-144 A.D.) called on him. The old man was
away from his hut and some hours passed when Tu woke from his nap, big fire
broke out from around the fireplace and flame reached the roof, and burnt the
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alchmist's hut to the ground. In the reign of Western Tsin, Ch'eng Su Yiian
(264-322 A.D.) wrote a book of alchemy called "Chen Yen Miao Tao Lioh". Feng
Chia Sheng wrote that Cheng was a man after the Chung T'ang Dynasty. (26).
Wang Sung Nien described in Sien Yuan Pien Ch'iu that Cheng Su Yuan was a
man of the San Kuo dynasty (220-265), while T'ao Hang Ching of T'ang said in
the Chen Ling Wei Yeh T'u Li that Cheng was a pupil of Ko Hung and met his
death in 322. By employing both views, Ch'ao Tieh Han supposed Ch'eng was
alive from 264 to 322 (22). In the above the fire ambassed nitre process
it reads as follows: With sulfur and orpiment tightly in a vessel filled with the
nitre and set it on fire, flame broke out to burning the hand and the house. In
the above two records, the first explosion broke out, and the explosives were in
vented accidentally without the alchemist's intension. It could be probably in
alchemist hut, before 125 to 144 A.D. Although there was no description of
charcoal in the three components of powder in the above books, the fire ambassed
sulfur process of Sun Ch'en Jen (601-682) of T'ang, and the fire ambassed alum
process of Ching Hsu Tzu (808) disclosed that the nitre and sulfur were treated in
the same quantity, and charcoal added. Also in the alchemy of Liu An (B.C. 160-
122), it was reported that nitre, sulfur and charcoal were used. Accordingly,
I suppose the explosion accidents happened to invent the explosives, when the
charcoal of the latter process was first added by mistake. Feng Chia Sheng re
ported that inflammable chemicals, i.e. explosive was invented at the period of
T'ang (21), while Ch'ao Tieh Han concluded that in the reign of Eastern Tsin (264-
322) Ch'eng Su Y'uan and that the gun powder was invented without any intention.
In consideration of the generation of Tu Tzu Ch'un (125-144 A.D.) however, I
assumed that the gun powder was invented before 125-144 A.D.

Feng Chia Sheng described as follows (22):
When I Wei Lao Jen was charging, the furnace with nitre, sulfur and ore in the

alchemist's hut, Tou Tzu Chun called upon him. Talking with Tou near the furnace,
he continued his process. Soon thereafter, he completed his work and fired the
furnace. When it operated favorably, Lao Jen went out of the hut, leaving Tu
inside. Lao was too late to return (probably he wanted to check something about
topic or prepare the meal). Finally Tu took a nap near the furnace. And then
suddenly explosion broke out. It might be attributable to that Lao was so deeply
engrossed in talking that he carelessly charged the furnace with charcoal to be fed
at the next stage, or on the other hand to that Tu charged the furnace with charcoal
for fun. There is a possibility of such an accident to happen in the alchemist hut
at that time. There is every probability that such an accident would have appeared
in other books up to the period ofWeiPo Yang, Liu An in 220 B.C. or in 160-122
B.C., who was alchemist, As noted above, alchemist used nitre, sulfur and char
coal in high temp, explosion might happen and gun powder might be invented
accidentally before 220 B.C.
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5. Development of the Explosives in China

1) Tao Chu' the cracker: Various books issued after Eastern Tsin (25-220
A.D.) have disclosed a custom that "each family get up early in the morning of the
New Year, full dressed and fires the cracker in the garden to drive out the evil

spirits by their thunderous noise". As for the 'p'ao chen chu' the explosion noise
of bamboo with several joints are used. When fired, continuous noises are made. At
the T'ang Dynasty, it was wrapped in paper, and called "pao chang' the firing cracker
(22). The area, south of the Yang Tzu Chiang is a bamboo producing region.
On festivals, fire-crackers are used even at present.

2) Tao Chang' the firing cracker: In Wu Lin Chiu Shih of Chou Mi of Sung,

there are found the following phrases: "Boys near the Si Hu compete with one
another in setting off firing crackers;" "On new year's eve, firing crackers were

used, which had the fuses" (22). These were held on the outskirts of Hang Chou
at the Nan Sung Dynasty. In the meantime, the Hui Chi Chih of Nan Sung

(1201) reads as follows: "On new year's eve, the noise of fire-cracker is heard";
"Somebody makes explosive from sulfur, and calls it the "firing cracker" because of
the thunderous noise it makes". Meanwhile, the Si Hu Yu Hsing says "firing
cracker experts make a rotation ring", and the Si Hu Fanch'ang Lu says "five-
colored smoke, and set off firing crackers" (22).

3) The Li Huan Yu Pi T'i Yao of Che Pa Ta of Ming says that "Hsien Yiian
made T'ao' the ballista, Lu Wang made 'Chung' the gun. Ma Kou of Wei made

T'ao Chang' the cracker, and Yang Ti of Sui made various humours with explosive
powder. Feng Chu made 'P'ao Shih, the ballistic stone, and Liu An made 'Yen
Siao' the nitre. (22) with these descriptions I feel that the development of explosives
started before the Sui period.

4) 'Yen Huo' the fire smoke: In the tactics of Sun Tzu (500-450 B.C.) there
are found letters of 'Yen Huo'. But these are a kind of straw, grass and fire wood.

The Shi Chih the historical record of Szu Ma Ch'ien (97 B. C.) says that "though
there are a long range of smoke from the farmers, but actually it was the smoke
from their kitchens". (22)

5) 'Feng Huo' the signal fire: According to the military regime of Han,
high towers were built in remote places to report the invasion of enemy such as
Hu. If any invasion was found, pile of wood set on was fired. The smoke was

called 'Sui', the signal fire. In proportion to the number of enemies, its numbers
were increased. (22) In Japan, too, in the Nara dynasty, there was a system of
fire signals, by which the officials of Dazaifu report to the Yamato dynasty (Nara).
in Ono, Kiyama castles, etc. (22)

6) 'Yen Huo' the fire works: The fire works, which seemed to have used the

material similar to the explosive, are summarized in this item. 'Hanabi' in Japan
is one of them.

Next to later Han Dynasty (52-220 A.D.), San Kuo Dynasty (220-265), Western
Tsin (265-316), Nan Pe Chao Dynasty (420-589), Sui (589-618), and T'ang (618-
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907) followed. In the San Kuo Dynasty, there is a popular San Kuo Chih, the
famous military novel, according to which Chu Ko Kung Ming of Minor Han
defeated the Ts'ao Ts'ao troops of Wei by means of sulfur, nitre and inflammable.
At the beginning of this historical discussion, the author took interest in this story.

But there was no description of explosive in the Correct History of San Kuo Chih
written by Chen Shou, authentic history as well as in the complete works of Chu
Ko Kung Ming of Fang Ku TzQ edition. During this period from 150 to 600 A.D.,

however, a topic of the explosion accidents developed among the dynasties which
had a large number of 'Sien jen' the alchemists to make the gold, militarists and
the book scholars. Thus a series of the explosive chemistry greatly developed into
fireworks in combination with the cracker and fire cracker among the people that
"Yang Ti of Sui made various humours with explosive powder". In Tung Tu (Lo
Yang) at that time, various plays including the gulping of swords, puffing of fire

by magician, etc. were conducted in the Eastern Han. Fire puffing is not an explo
sive feat because the fire goes off when the mouth is closed. Anyway, it was con

ceivable that fire plays were widely conducted.
Su Wei Tao of T'ang was premier of Tseo T'ien Wu Hou (690-705). In his

poem, there was a phrase "Fire tree and silver flower" (21, 6). Although it was
impossible to conclude that this phrase meant a firework, it was concluded that
it would have been something like firework.

In relation to the skill in fireworks of the T'ang Dynasty, described in the Wu

Li Siao Shih of Fang I Chih, I would like to study more details. There has been
since the ancient times, a close relation between the military affairs and the fang
shu the pharmacist. In the Yin Fu Ching, Ching Tien was shown to the pharmacist.
Liu An of Han, Ko Hung of Tsin and Sun Ch'en Jen of T'ang described the military
affairs in books of alchemy. In the reign of Suan Tsong of T'ang (754-62), Li
Chuan wrote the "Shen Chi Chih Ti T'a Pe Yin Ching", whose first half was a

book of tactics, while the latter was a view of pharmacist (prescription of medicines).
Like the books of tactics including the Hu Ling Ching of Hsii Tung, Wu Ching
Tsung Yao edited by Ts'ao Kung Liang et al. and others. It is considered that,
at the later period of T'ang dynasty (at the end of 9th century), the gun powder was
dedicated to the miUtarists on the offer of the alchemists (21). In Yii Ch'ang in
904, there are words of flying vehicle and fire. In the comment of Hsii Tung in 940,
there are letters of 'Huo P'ao', 'Huo chiu' and 'Flammable Nitre'. In the alchemy

book of T'an Ch'iao in the same year, there is found a principle of chemical reaction
of pharmacologist. Tan was later killed by Sung Chi Chiu, pharmacologist of
Nan T'ang. In 975, Chao Sung of Sung destroyed Nan T'ang by means of 'Huo
Pao' and firing arrows. From these facts, the author has concluded that the gun
powder for military use, and the explosive arms, developed chiefly in Nan T'ang
(south and north of the Yang Tzu Chiang) in the first half of 10th century, was com
pleted by Pe Sung.
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6. Development of the gun powder composition after the sung Dynasty

From the former-half volumes, 11 and 12 of Wu Ching Tsung-Yao of Sung,
the following table was obtained:

Powder making process.

1) For 'Huo Chiu' the fire balls: Sulfur nest and 'Yen Siao' the nitre are
mixed, and pounded into powder. In the meantime, arsenic sulfur, 'Ting fen'
powder and lead oxide are sieved, mixed and grounded into powder. In addition,
dry lacquer is powdered, while 'Chu ju' the silicious skin of bamboo and 'Ma ju'
Skin of hemp are a little toasted, and powdered. Beeswax, rosin, tallow, paulownia
seed oil and heavy oil are mixed with one another, prepared, kneaded into ointment,
and then mixed with the above-mentioned powder. When this mixture is wrapped
in five sheets of paper, and tied up with hemp, 'Huo Ch'iu' the fire ball is made.
In addition, melted rosin is put on the powder to make the igniter, which is shot
by ballista. It is also used, in discharging when the poisonous smoke ball is dis
charged.

2) For 'Jili Huochiu' the thorny fire ball: Sulfur, yen siao (nitre), charcoal
powder, asphalt and dry lacquer are pounded into powder. Meanwhile, silicious
skins of bamboo and hemp are finely cut, and mixed with oil, in which the paulownia
seed oil, siao yu oil and wax had been melted, to make the powder. As for the igniter,
the materials totalling, 24.25 Hang, (0.91 kg) include the paper, 12.5 Hang (0.47 kg),
hemp 10, lead oxide, 1.25, charcoal powder, 8, asphalt, 2.5 and beeswax, 2.5 are
applied to the fire ball.

KNOa

Sung dynasty (China)

Ming dynasty (China)

Japan

Europ

Japan (present)

Fig. 3._ Composition of Black Powders in various ancient countories

O A1

□ El
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3) For 'Tu yo yen ch'iu' the poisonous smoke ball: Ball weighs 30 kg.
Its process is the same as that of fire ball. Hemp rope, 3.6 m long and weigh-,
ing 0.8 kg. As for the igniter, the materials totalling 35.75 liang (1.34 kg)
including the paper scrap 11.5, hemp akin 10, asphalt 2.5, beeswax 2.5, yellow pill,
1.25 and charcoal powder 8 are pounded to make the outer coating of igniter (246).
The literature (30) is the data, when the author investigated in Portugal in 1966
colonel Eng. Material, Filipe Jose Freire Themudo Barata of Lisbon Black Powder
Arsenal told me from the old explosives Literature. The Fig. 3 is a triangle or-
dinate of the above data shown in terms of nitre, sulfur and charcoal elements.

According to this triangle, nitre is 40-50% for the powder in Sung Dynasty in the
11th century, 40-60% for that in Europe in the 13-14th centuries, and less than
50% for that even in the 16th century. In Japan, however, the powder of max.

TABLE 1. Composition of Gun Powder of Pe Sung Dynasty,

China in 1045 A.D.

Composition
For Fire

ball
For thorny

fire ball
For poisonous

fire ball

Nitrate of potash 48.5% 50.0% 38.5%

Sulfur 17.0% 25.0% 19.25%

Sulfur nest 8.5% 0 0

Rough charcoal powder 0 6.25% 0

Coarse Charcoal powder 0 0 6.4%

Other organics 26.0% 18.75% 35.85%

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Lot 30.94 kg 30.0 kg 29.2 kg

Asphalt 3.1% 3.2%

Siao Yu oil 3.1% 3.2

Wax 3.1

Bees wax 0.6% 1.25

Paulownia Seed oil 0.3 3.2

Heavy oil 0.6 3.1

Rosin 17.8

Detail of
other organincs

Arsenic yellow

Dry lacquer

Normal powder

1.2

1.2

1.2

3.15

Silicious skin of hemp 1.2 1.6 1.6

"  " bamboo 1.2 1.6 1.6

Monkshood 6.4

Platain bean 6.4

Wolf poison 6.4

Arsenic frost 2.6

Yellow pill 1.2



TABLE 2. Compositions of Ancient Gun Powders in the World

Nation A.D.
Original
Literature

Powder No.
Kali
nitre

Sulfur Charcoal
Other
comb.

Lite
rature

China 1045 Sung: Wu Ching
Tsung Yao

Gun Powder for fire ball

"  for thorny
fire ball

A1

A2

48.5

50.0

25.5

25.0 6.25

26.0

18.75

24

"  for poisonous
fire ball A3 38.5 19.25 6.4 35.85

4548 Ming: ChihSiao
Sin Shu

By Japanese recipe from
*Ho K'ou' B1 75.75 10.6 13.65 6

1597 Ming: Shen Ch'i P'u For rifle of Southern district

For igniter

B2

B3

80.66

84.0

5.64

2.56

13.70

13.44
99

1606 Ming: Ping Lu For Sand blasting

For large European rifle

B4

B5

71.4

75.0

14.28

12.5

14.28

12.5

99

99

1621 Ming: Wu Pei Chih For bare use

For igniter

For propulsion

B6

B7

B8

63

60

77

5

20

9.5

32

20

13.5

99

99

99

1637 Ming: T'ien Kung
K'ai Wu

For bursting

For detonation

B9

BIO

Bll

82

54

64

9

23

27

9

23

9

99

99

99

Japan 1543 Industrial History
in Meiji Tanegashima, early period C1 75 83 16.7 29

1569 By Jiyusai, Zuda After 26 years of introduction C2

C3

77.6

76

10.7

12

11.7

12

6

6

2



United
Kingdom

1249
Roger Bacon D1 41.2 29.4 29.4 25

France 1338 2 50 25 25 25

Germany 14Ct. 3 66.7 22.2 11.1 6

United
Kingdom

1350
Ardemes powder 4 66.7 11.1 22.1 25

1480 4' 57.0 21.5 21.5 30

» 1560 White horn common powder 5 50.0 16.7 33.3 25

Sweden 1560 5' 66.6 16.7 16.7 25

Germany 1595 6 52.2 21.7 26.1 25

Frence 1598 & 75.0 12.5 12.5 30

United
Kingdom 1635 English government 1 75 12.5 12.5 6

1647 Nye 8 66.6 16.7 16.7 25

France 1650 Napoleon III 9 75.7 10.8 13.6 25

Japan 1967 Nippon Kayaku Co.
Ltd. Mining black powder El 64 18 , 18

5» Sporting black powder E2 75 12.5 12.5

cT
in

<"
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potency, approx. 75% in nitre, almost the same as that used at present which has
"been used since the 16th century, when the gun was introduced into the Tanega-
shima Island of Japan. In the Ming Dynasty, which obtained information on
powder from prisoner of the Japanese pirate 'Ho Kou', that they made black powder
of 75%, and was suprised at its strength (6). Powder introduced into the Tane-
gashima Island is not of standard blend in Portugal. I suppose by Japanese litera
ture, Koshiro Shinokawa, could not get the Portuguese composition. It seemed
that he worked out a composition of the highest power, when regulating the ratio
of the three elements to obtain equal power with the gun powder given.

7. Fire Arms in the 10-13th Century in China

1. Kind of fire arrows {Fig, 4)
Fire arrow and firing tube are as follows: The powder tube is tied to the

arrow and charged with a combustible agent to shoot the arrow. After the in
vention of gunpowder, powder tube was charged with powder (approx. in 940).
In the case of the powder whip arrow, ball shaped powder was made, and fastened
to the head of the arrow. After the firing the fuse, arrows were shot into the enemy
line with a blast and setting fire the enemy camp. According to Wu Ching Tsung
Yao (in 1045), similar to the lance bamboo, 5 cm outer dia. and 1.8 m long, was
charged with 200 g of explosives. After the ignition, it was shot, while revolving
(6, 21, 22, 24).

2. Explosive bomb: Fig, 5 shows the explosive bomb of Pe Sung type, and the
Fig, 6 that during the period of the triple struggle of Sung, Chin and Mongol,
According to the Wu Ching Tsung Yao (24)
(1) Fire ball: Ball was made of paper, where piece of stones weighing 2-3 kg

was put therein. Beeswax, asphalt and charcoal powder were boiled in
the muddy matter, and applied to the periphery of ball. Hemp rope

whip type

fire arrow

a

2

fire arrow

1

3

powder cartridge

type

fire arrow

Fig. 4. Fire arrows

fire arrow after

gun powder

invention
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tiT^^BSCSJS^ 1 whip type

2  fire ball of pull ignition type

3  thorny fire ball

4  thunder fire ball

Fig. 5. Regular fire arrows in Pe Sung

was penetrated through, and in accordance with the distance, the ball
was thrown by holding the head.

(2) Thorny fire ball: Blade with its three branches and six heads was wrap
ped in powder, penetrating hemp rope of 3.6 m long. The ball was
fired by means of paper and miscellaneous agents. When the ball was
shot, smoke broke out through the hot iron drill.

(3) Thunder fire ball: Dry bamboo with joint diameter, of 4.5 cm with no
crack was selected. The joints remained un-pierced. In this bamboo,
30 hard ceramic pieces were mixed with powder of 2-3 kg, and the ball
was made of inner skin of bamboo. Both heads were sealed with

bamboo pin, and the igniter was added on the outside of ball. When it
was fired, thunderous noise was made and its smoke and flame ball
scorch the enemy.

(4) Poisonous smoke ball: In place of explosive ball, poisonous smoke ball
was used.

Names of the fire arms used at the period of the triple struggle shall be enume
rated hereunder in chronological order:

Sung; Huo P'ao 940, Huo ch'iu (paper-wrapped 940), Huo chili (1000),
Ji li huo ch'iu (1045), Tu yao huo ch'iu (1045), Chin pieh p'ao
(1103), fire stone bomb (1161), iron bomb (1257), great cannon
(1277)

Chin; Iron bomb (1221), Chen t'ien lei (iron bomb 1231, 1232), powder
flask (paper shell, for use in fox hunting) (1160)

Mongol; 'Teppo' (Tieh p'as) used in the Hakata bay (iron bomb, 1274),
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cannon (1232, 1237), poisonous powder can (1219, 1241 in
Persia and Poland)

In the Chen Chi Tung Hai Ch'iu Fu written by Yang Wan Li of Sung, thunder
ball used in the battle of Ts'ai Shih Chi in 1126 was interpreted as follows: It
was made from lime and sulfur in a paper tube (paper ballista). After ignition,
the ball was thrown up in the sky, and burst to scatter lime and sulphur all over
the sky. When it dropped into the water, the lime ignited to set at large the sulfur
and the fire destroyed the enemy's boats (21). At the initial explosion, small
quantity similar to the gunpowder may have been used. On the whole, however,
it would not by any explosive arm.

From the picture of explosive ball on the old chess board excaved out of the earth
in Lo Yang, it is conceivable that the word of 'p'ao' the explosive ball has since
been used in the Nan Sung period in place of the "ballista" (21).

The "huo foi" powder can was used by fox hunters in the reign of Shih Tsong
of Chin 1160-90. According to the record: When the fox appeared from under
the tree, the roll cracker was taken from the powder can carried by the hunter,

and the fire cracker was thrown at the tree, powder can exploded, and the foxes
were in confusion, being surprised at the explosion. It is also commented "Al
though the quality of fire can is unknown, can shell was made of paper, and the
powder wrapped in paper was used for the fuse,—". (22) "As for the fire can,
pottery can charged with powder, and the roll cracker set in". (21) It was pro
bably a poaching.

In 1221, Chin troops arranged 13 sets of stone ballistas to shoot 'T'ie hua
pao', the iron bomb into the enemy's castle. Iron bomb was calabash-shaped,
small opening, a cast of raw iron, 6 cm in dia. When the Yin Sien, which had
been cut in proportion to the distance to the target, was ignited, the bomb exploded
when it hit the ground. (21, 22) In 1232 when Chin troops used the 'Chen t'ien
lei', iron can was filled with powder. When it was ignited, the ballista shot fire,
and its thunder was heard hundred li (17 km), and its heat ranged over more than
half se (18 mx 18 m) x 1/2. Iron pot a cannon shell, ignited before use and thrown
off. It dropped on the ground and exploded. In the mean time, the Mongolian
troops advanced below the castle and entrenched themselves. The Chin soldiers
hung the Chen t'ien lui on the iron rope, and exploded it in the trenches killing the
enemies covered with cattle skin. 'Chen t'ien lei' was officially termed 't'ie huo
pao' "iron bomb" (1221), which was of two kinds: calabash-shaped and lid-type
(21, 22). In 1232, when the Mongolian, troops besieged Pien Ching of Chin they
shot the bomb with stone ballista (21). In the arsenal in Ching Chou of Sung in
1257, 1000-2000 pcs. of iron bombs were manufactured monthly, 10,000-20,000
pcs. of iron bombs in Siang Yang and Chung Siang respectively (21). In 1277,
when Kuei Lin of Sung surrendered, one unit of the large cannon was taken out.
When it fired, a thunderous roar was made, and the sky was filled with smoke,

destroying the castle walls. Large number of Yuan soldiers outside the castle wall
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were killed with the explosion, while 200 garrison soldiers were burnt to ash. It
seems to be a large mine. (21)

In 1219, the first line of Khorazm invasion when Tchinguiz Khan attacked
Jend, Otrar and Khodjond (43°-47°N, 60-70°E) of the Sil river, it was reported
that the invaders threw combustible materials causing disaster and also the
setting up of crossbow ballista. (16) In the same year, crossbow ballista was
used, in the Bukhare of the Amu river (40°N., 64°E.). In the battle of Ulghenj
at the mouth of the Sil river (45° N., 59° E.), water-soaked mulberry was discharged
by means of stone ballista, as there were no stones available. In Nessa in 1220,
one battery was built and continuous attack was made upon the enemy for 15
days with 20 crossbow type ballista to make a big break-through openings (16).
In the same battle, the Mongolian troops used the poisonous fire cans, fire arrows
and Huo pao, the fire bomb (21). In the battle of Nishabour (37° N., 58° E.) in
1221, Khorazimian troops carried 3,000 crossbow ballistas to shoot the sword-blade
lances, and 500 ordinary crossbows, while the Mongolian troops carried to the
castle 3,000 crossbow ballistas for shooting the lances, 300 ordinary crossbow bal
listas, 700 petroleum pot ballistas, 4,000 long ladders, and 2500 carts of stones, and
they invaded the castle whole day and night and made 70 breakthrough openings
on the castle wall. These ballistas, shown in 3 of Fig. 1, seem to be kinds of cross

bows and belong to the Moslem ballistas (Arabian side). (16)
In 1241, when Batou invaded the West, he used poisonous smoke balls in Wahl-

stadt, Poland (21). Historian in Poland reported as follows: When the Mon

golian troops waved a large flag it appeared to be a monster with a X-shaped neck,
emitted smoke from the mouth, the bad smell was so intolerable to the Polish

soldiers that they suffered heavy casualities (16). In the same year, the Mongol
burnt the temple using the fire arrows in the Olmitz castle in Moravia (16).

In the Arabian book in the battle of Bagdad in 1258, the Mongolian troops
used iron pot. It seemed to be a kind of Chen t'ien lei or iron bomb. (21)

In 1274 (in the period of Bun-ei in Japan), Yuan troops used the iron bomb
(which shall be described hereinafter). As in the above detail in 1160-1230, explosive

fire arms used in Sung, Chin and Mongol were shaped as such shown in the Fig. 6,
1-4. It was of iron- or ceramic-made, and termed explosive ball, iron bomb,
iron fire bomb, porcelain bomb or Chen t'ien lei. It seems that the stones were
shot by crossbow ballistas to destroy the castle walls, while the Chen t'ien lei was

thrown into the castle by means of crossbow ballista, in which the fuse was ignited

before shooting, the length of the fuse was adjusted in proportion to the distance
to the target (21).

Fig. 6 (1) illustrates a copy of the "pictorial tale of Mongolian raid" related

by Suenaga Takezaki. It shows the Mongolian arms used by their troops at the
landing operation in Hakata bay in 1264. The word "Teppo" would have meant

^Tie p'ao' the iron bomb disclosed by the prisoners of Mongolian troops. Ac
cording to Dr. Arima's opinion (6) that 'the above arm was not the so-called gun
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1. Mongolian attack on Japanese with chen t'ien lei

a

ball typeconbined cap type pot type calabash type

Fig. 6. Various iron bombs and chen lei

of the later period, but the same as the 'chen t'ien lei' when the above picture was
observed. It seems that the unexploded scattered shells found in the battle field
considered to be dangerous and strange articles, the Japanese troops ordered to
dispose it into the Hakata bay without making any investigation. In this con
nection, it was regretful that the Japanese have idled their time away for about
270 years before the introduction of fire gun into the Tanegashima Island. On
the assumption from that of the original drawing scale 1:20, I have tentatively
estimated the height of the then soldiers of that period, size of the arms, and the
explosive amount of iron bombs in the next Table 3. During this age, the iron
bomb was a new arm.

The author calculated the dimension and weight, assuming that the thickness

of the iron bomb case was 5 mm, loading density of powder 1.0, Table 4 was ob
tained. Throwing the iron bomb of 18 cm outer dia. and approx. 7 kg in weight,.

TABLE 3. Size of Soldiers and Arms Assumed

Troop
Height of
Soldier

Bow Arrow Sword Lance Iron bomb

Mongolian

Japanese

1.7m

1.5 m

1.6-1.4

2.4-2.0

0.6-0.7

0.9-1.1

1.0-1.3

0.9-1.1

2.7-2.1 .18-.20
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TABLE 4.

Iron bomb case Powder charge Total weight

de
cm

di
cm

vol
liter

wt

kg
vol
liter

wt

kg kg

1 20 19 0.7 6.5 3.5 3.5 10.0

2 18 17 0.5 3.9 2.5 2.5 6.4

3 16 15 0.3 2.3 1.8 1.8 4.1

1  fire lance

2  fire lance with projectile

3 fire burster of 14 century

A

4 flying fire lance

Fig. 7. Various type of fire lance in China

it seems that crossbow ballista must have been used in the battle, because it must

be thrown correctly 200-300 m. In the picture of Mongolian raid, however, such
a ballista was not found.

Nan Sung: 'Huo t'ung' the fire burster (gun powder in bamboo tube) in
1132; 'Huo Chiang' the fire lance (paper cartridge) in 1257
1268, 1276; 'Shi huo chiang' firing lance with projectiles,
(bamboo tube with balls) in 1259

Chin: 'Fei huo chiang' the flying fire lance (paper cartridge) in 1232;
'Huo chiang' the fire lance (paper cartridge), in 1233.

According to reports, the composition of gun powder charged in the long
bamboo pipe used by Ch'en Kuei of Sung in 1132 was not known (21), but in Sung,
there were an official gun powder composition (as in Table 1). After removing
the head joint of about 0.6-1.0 m of 4-5 m long bamboo, it was charged with gun
powder (approx. 1 kg). When one soldier would operated the bamboo pole, and
the other would fire, or helped him in various works, it could eject flame for approx.
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1-2 min. and bum down the long radder.
In 1132, when the Mongolian troops besieged Pien Ching, Chin troops used the

flying fire lance. The fire lance which was used in Kuei Te in the second attack
upon Pien Ching in 1133, was a pipe of 60 cm long made of 16 sheets of Chih huang
chih. It was tied on to the lance head, charged with mixture of willow charcoal,
iron slug, porcelain powder, sulfur and arsenic frost, and ignited immediately
before firing. It was a flame radiating tube, which can burn an area 20 X 20 m,
and 20 m ahead. Although there was no description of nitre, there was a possi
bility that small quantity of nitre was added to reinforce the fire (22). The
fire lance tube was not damaged, even when the powder was completely burnt out

at the flame length of 3 m. In this connection, it was reported that the Chih huang
chih could be continuously used, because it was so strong in the alum property

which did not burn (22).

Firing lance, which was invented in Shou Ch'un of Nan Sung in 1159, was
reported as follows: the upper section of the large bamboo tube was charged with
powder and projectiles. When ignited, flame came out. After the flame dimini
shed, the projectile was discharged and the noise was heard 270 m off. (21) It
seems that this was a fire gun at the initial stage. There were some descriptions in
the literature of Ming dynasty that the T'ung ch'ung, a copper cannon, was a chang

ed form of the bamboo joint.

8. Introduction of the Gunpowder and Explosive Arms
into Arabia and Europe

1. Introduction of explosive arms
Khorazm, who first took arms against the Mongolian troops invaded the

West, had nitre deposit in her land. But there were no records which can witness

the use of gun powder or explosible fire arms. In these times also in Europe, neither
nitre nor explosible fire arms was found. Only the Mongolian troop had used
them in these countries. (16) The II Khan Kuo troops, which destroyed the
Khorazm and occupied Bagdad in 1258, further captured Damascus and destroyed
Syria. In 1260, however, they were defeated by the Mameluk army of Egypt, and
were since then both armies opposed each other. In 1303, the Egyptian troops
finally defeated the Mongolian, and occupied Syria. During this period, there
was a possibility that the explosive arms were delivered to the Arab. In the battle
of Nibra, Melilla in 1259, the Moor used somethings like the explosive arms.

In the 13th-14th centuries, Madofa was made from the fire burster and fire

lance with projectile (21). From the Madofa picture of explosive arms in Arabia,
Fig. 8, the followings are conceivable: Outer diameter, 17 cm (inner diameter,
15 cm); length, 30 cm; diameter of bullet, 15 cm; handle length, 1.2 m; explosives,
approx. 5 kg; ball is 14 kg (in case of iron), and approx. 5 kg (in case of stone).

In the Arab book of tactics one reads as follows: "As for the 1st type, one short
tube was charged with powder and a stone ball was placed at the mouth of the tube.
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1. incendiary arrow

2. bomb?

3. ball for throwing from a

short midfa

4. midfa with ball on a carrying

stock

5. gun powder container or

naphtha jar

Fig. 8. Explosiness arms in Arabian countries

After ignition, powder was fired and by virtue of this impact, the stone ball was
discharged to attack the enemy. As for the 2nd type, long tube was charged with
powder, iron ball was put thereon in the tube. After plugging the mouth, an
arrow was put through. After ignition of the fuse, powder was fired, and the iron
ball jumped out to push the arrow and injure the enemy". (21)

In the records of the lst-7th Crusades, explosive arms were not reported. (25)

2. Propagation of gunpowder
In Lin An (Hang Chou), capital of Nan Sung in 1218-58, the royal family played

fire works, the fire crackers and also the fire works were sold in the city (21). Since

the last stage of the Tang regime, Tibet was so powerful that the silk road traffic
was interrupted. In the reign of Nan Sung, seaborne trade through South China,
Malay, India and Arabia was very active that there were Arabian concessions in
South China, where the explosives and fireworks were introduced to the Arab which
became the natural course of the events (21).

The Medical book of Ibn al-Baythar, who died in Damascus, Syria in 1248,
first described the nitre making process, calling the nitre as 'snow in China'. Rogers
Bacon (1241-1292) of England described in his book, Operibus artis et magiae that
the composition of black powder was nitre 7 (41.2%) sulphur 5 (29.4%) and char
coal 5 (29.4 %) and detailed the refining process of sal petrosus (25, 6). Before the
14th century including the Greek fire and Sea fire it did not contain the nitre (25,
26) therefore they are not explosive powder, but only a chemical incendiary. In
Kyser (literature of Romocki) in 1405, nitre, sulfur, petroleum and sulfamium
were reported. In the Whiteforn's book in 1560, only the nitre, sulfur, pitch
terpentine and Bay salt are stated as wild fire (25).

In the Liber Ignium of Marcus Graecus, refining process for the sal petrosus
was interpreted. As this book had a supplement in the later period, the above
seemed to be an additonal description in 1225-1300 (25, 9, 6). A1 Hasan al-Ram-
mah (1275-1295), an Syrian (?) said in his book of tactics that the nitre was the
fundamental material of fireworks, also described the firing arrow. Nan Ching
fire works, explosive tube and Bengal fireworks (9, 2).
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Schwarz's opinion, that the black powder was invented or applied to the gun
(1350±) has not been confirmed (25-28.6) in that above mentioned literature, (1-
28).

9. Postscript

1. In order to define the development of the events, all the years were ex
pressed in terms of Christian Era, and the events have been enumerated in chrono
logical order. Ages in China are based upon the list of the Chinese name of the
chronological eras of the standard chronological table of world history, and the
age of the reign of kings. In relation to the expression in terms of 10 stems and
12 branches, I have assumed that the zero year of Christian era is a Keng Shen
year, and had worked out a table of 60-year cycle of Keng Tzu Researches of men^
events and ages, also had conformed to the above chronolgical table.

As summerized below, 76 of 101 events described in this essay are based with
the literature in China.

Section in the first chronological table 1 2 3 4 5 Total

Number of the event in the world 18 10 9 50 14 101

Number of the event in China 9 7 5 48 7 76

2. In relation to the modernization of names of the plapes in ancient times,
I have conformed to the standard maps of world history (11), and besides shown
the approximate longitude and latitude of places.

3. Chinese system of weights and measures are converted into the metric
system on the basis of the following table of Great Chinese-Japanese Dictionary
(18) which are as follows.

Conversion Table

Weight Kuan Chin Liang Fun Chien Chu

Liang 100 16 1 1/4 1/10 1/24

Gram 3750 600 37.5 9.375 3.75 1.56

Length Li Ting Chien Chang Chih Tsun

Meter 654 109 1.8 3.0 0.3 0.03

Ting 6 1 1/60

Chang 6.0 10 1.0 0.1

Area Ting Tuan Se Bu

Bu 3000 300 30 1 (1.8 mx 1.8 m)

m2 10000 1000 100 3.3
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4. And translations of Chinese to Japanese are conformed to the Iwanami
Chinese Dictionary, present place names to the New World Map issued by
Zenkoku Kyoiku Tosho Company and edited by Keiji Tanaka in 1964, and the
New World Atlas, the 1967 edition.

5. Development of the gunpowder and explosive arms in the 14th-l 6th centuries
has been chiefly conducted in Europe. In relation to the subject of this article,
I have considered it proper to close this article in the 13th century. The following
details have been kept for the future.

6. The Mathew's Chinese English Dictionary 1944 was used, in the trans
lation of Chinese to English.

The author was born in Nara City in 1898, graduated from the Explosives Engi
neering Section of the Engineering Faculty of Tokyo University in 1924, joined
the Nippon Kagaku Co., Ltd. The same year, he was engaged in manufacturing
dynamite in its Asa Factory, after 1946 worked in its Head Office, and issued the
Chronological table of explosives industry in Japan.
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Chinese and Japanese glossary

Part I Proper nouns (Chinese)

Ai Tsong
Akosu

An Ch'ing
An Hui

An Li

An Lu

An Nan

An Si

An Yang
Ao Men (Macao)

Chai Shuo

Ch'ang An

Chang Ching

Ch'ang Chun
Chang Chiintso
Chang Chungching
Ch'ang Chiang
Chang Hungfan
Ch'ang Sha

Chang Shihchich

Chung Shun
Chan Kuo Dynasty
Chao

"  Chou

"  Sung
"  Tiehhan

Che Chiang

" Chou

" Fata

Chen t'ien lei

Chenling Weiyeh T'uli
Ch'en Kuei

Ch'en Shou

Chen Tsong

Chenyen Miaotao Yaolioh
Cheng

"  Chou

"  Fan

Ch'eng Siang
Cheng Suyiian
"  Te

Ch'eng Tu

Chengchi Tunghai Ch'iufu
Ch'i

m PI

ft ̂

ft flC

ft fp

^ m

m >' \i

m K

m n\

Ifil

Ch'i Chou

Chi Chou

" Chun

Chi Lin

" Nan

Ch'i Tan

Chiang Ling
"  Nan

"  Si

"  Su

"  Ta

"  Tsai

"  Tu

Chin

Ch'ih (0.3 m)
Ch'in

Chin hua

Chinkuo Chih

Ch'ienhung Yungchen

Chihpao Chicheng.
Chihsiao Shinshu

Ch'ing
Ch'ing hai
Ching Chiang
"  Ch'eng
"  Chiao

"  Chou

"  Men

"  Tien

Ch'ing Hsiitzu

Chingshih Chenglui
Chi Pents'ao

Chou

Chou I Ts'ant'ung Ch'i
Chou Mi

Ch'u

Chuko Tan

"  Liang

Chuko Kungming
Chu Hsi

Chu Tzu

Ch'uanlu Wang
Chun Ho

Ch'un Ch'in Dynasty
Chun Nan

Chunnan Tzu

"  Wang
Chung Ching

if
if *
^ #

m n
K m
u. w

i *
s i
W(UUS).

m

»j

jx

mM^m

it m

3-r
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Chung Kuo
"  Slang

Chungyu Attendant
Chungsiu Chengho

Ch'ingshih
Chenglui Pligung Pents'ao
Cou Bilai

Djou Tchi

Eastern Tsin

Fun Ch'eng
" Li

Fung Hohsiung
"  Ichih

" KuTzu

Fen Yang
Feng Chisheng
"  Chia Sheng
Feng Chii

Former Han

Five dynasty
Fu Chou

" Feng
" Kien

Ha Mi

Hai Chou

" Feng
" Ping
Han

" Chung
" Kou

"  Shui

Hang Chou

Heng Chou

" Yang
Ho Nan

" Chungfu

" Lin

" K'ou

" Pe

Hong Kong

Hsia

H

4* M

m m

» m

BU M
31

m
^ a
iS ft

m

m m
m zF

Mc n
m
m K
m Tic

m mmm)
M Pi

Si #
Si ^
•M it

Hsia Men

Hsien Tsong
"  Yuan

Hsu Tung

Hsiao Tsong
Hu

Hu Lingching
" Nan

" Pe

Huichi Chih

Huangpai Shu

I Ch'ang
"Ching
"Li

" Wei Laojen
"  " T'ung Kua Yen

fF ®
fF m

m it

J

Jen Tsang tt:

Ju Nan ft

K

Kan Chou ■4
" Suan -4

K'ang Ting m $
"  Ying -H*

Keng Shen m
Kinshih Chiangshen Chuan
Ko Hung m «
Kou Nu IK
K'u Lun m ir
Kuan Tu 'g' m
Kuang Chou m

"  Si m m
"  Tung *

Kuei Chou s
" Lin m #
" Te m
" Tz'u n M
" Yang *i

K'un Ming KG
Kung Ming ?L K

L

La Li & M
" Sa S m
Lan Chou m
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Lao Tzu -T
o

Later Han W: m
Li Chiian Ogotai

" Heng

" Kang m m P

" Tsengpo Pa Tu m u
" Tsang m ^ Pan Ngok'o WMm
Liao m Pao Ton -S IS
Liang m Paop'o Tzu
Lihuan Yupi T'iyao Pe Ching it ^
Lin An " Sung it «
Liu An m ^ Pe Yen
Lin Tzuping Pen Ts'ao A ^

m mLo Chin B Peng Yang
" Shai m HI Mill) Pien Ching
" Yang m mim) Ping Lu
" Yungsi mm P'ing Liang ¥ m
Lou Lun « m " Jang ¥ m

umm"  Linghsia mm P'oyang Hu
Lu # P'u Chou m ffl(iiis§)
Lii Wang s w.
Lung Shamen

"  Si mm S

San Kuan Wc 19

M
" Kuo — s

" Chih

Ma Kou m ^ "  " Dynasty
Man Chou m Sha Yang » n
Meng Yiienlao Shan Si uu m

Ming m " Hai ± m
" Ti m ^ "  " Ching ±mm

Minor Han Shan Tu

Mohammed

•y K")
" Tung

Shen Ch'i P'u
OJ M
mnit

Mongols ^'4") " Tow Vllj SS
Mou Hsien m m Shenchi Chihti T'aipe
Mungliang Lu Yinching

Shennung Pents'ao Ching mm^m

N
Shih Huang Ti
" Pi

Nan Chang " Chih £ IB
" Cheng m iuw*) " P'u s ̂
" Chih m 3: " Siang ffi
" Ching " Tsong tH: ^
" Ning m mmm) Shan Chou m
"  Sung m " Hsien m m
" T'ang ^ s Shen Pao SE
Nanpe Chao Dynasty " Si 1^ m
Ning Hsia ^ s " Yang m n
Nu Chou m ;N1 Shou m
Nui Mungku 1*1*^ " Ch'un

" Hsien

m ♦
m m
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Shuip'ao Fengpi Tcha Gatai

Shun Ti m ^ Tchian Guiz Khan

Shuowen Chaitzu Te An S ̂
Shu Chich (Djoutchi) TIl Tean Snouyii Lu

Si Chiang T'ing BT
" Hu Ti Hua ® it
Sihu Chihyu T'saishih Chi

"  Fanch'ang Lu T'ienkung K'aiwu

" Yuhsing Tieh Li m m
Si Ts'ang ® m T'ien Shui A tK
Siang m T'ao Hungching

" Yang m m T'ao Yinchii

Siaoching Yen Tou Tzuch'un

Sien Jen m A Tou Loui m m
Sien Pei M # Ts'ao w
Sienguan Pienchiu Ts'ai m
Sin Ch'iang m ® Ts'ai Chou m
" Yang « m Ts'angt'ung Ch'i
Siensin Pents'ao Tseot'ien Wuhou

Sou Bout'ai Tsin

Su Ching m m " Cheng

Su Weitao Ts'ao Ts'ao w »
Suan Tsong " Kungliang

Sui PS " Hsiagchung

Sun Tzu m ? Ts'eng Chieh w m
" Chenjen mmA Tu Tsong nv /d=^

S TR

Sung Tun Huang ifc m
" Ch'ichin Tung Ching

" YingSing " Fu * iia
Sungshih Pingchih " Hai « m
Swato viii M " Tu « IP
Szu Ch'uan m ill " Tsin

Szuma Wenwang mm-icEE " TingHu

Szu ma Ch'ien Tungching Yenshun
"  Munghua Lu

T U

Ta Ch'eng ^ m Uighur -f ^*■'1
" Li A mmm)

W" Ming A
Tu A i5(x) Wan Yen ^ SI
T'ung A  (tUW " Sungnien mm-

Tan Ching n m Wei S(iil®)
T'an Ch'iao m Hi " Poyang mmm
T'angtai Huahuo Shu mimm " Sheng m m
TaiHu A M Wu

" Tsang A ^ " Ch'en

" Yuan A "  Tai

Taiping Kuangchi A^J^sB "  Tu S; ^
T'ang m "  Shai S; m
"  Shenhui mmm "  Tzumu

Taziks Wen Chou fi
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Wen Tseng " An m ̂ mm)
„ Yin m
Wen T'ien Siang ■ic^m Yinfu Ching
Wulin Chiushih Yo Chou
Wutsang Shaiching ssiine " Fei © ^
Wupei Chih " Yang s n
Wu Yuan % M Yu Ch'ang ^ 1
Wuching Tsungyao mmw " Lan
Wuli Siao Shih ' Menkuan

" Yunwen Micic
Yiian Chun ^ W

Y "  Shao M m
Yai Shai m lii(Mm) "  Pishu
Yang Chou m n Yiian 7C
" Ch'ii Hsien mm Yiieh m
" Ti m ^ Yiieh Nan m *
" Tzu Kiang Yiian Shih Ch'ihchin
" Wanli Hohsi Ch'uan

Yen Yun Nan m m

Part n Common

A
Bagdad [Irak] Af; at-
bees wex mm, m.

alchemy Bengal fire
bitumen

'< V A' /I'TEi'c
il W

alchemy furnace mnm Bihar [Indo] \£ — /U
book mm black powder m&m

alchemier, alchemist mnm blasting explosives
alchemist's hut blending (mixing) E
Alexander blasting fire arms
alum property m & body enlighting medicine mmi
ancient explosives history book of tactics m:^m. m .
Arab T7 tTTA box fire m x-
Arabia bow
Archimedes 7/1^=^^ 77. bu (1.8 mx 1.8 m)
arrow ballista ^ IS bursting powder
"  firing agent mxm

arsenic frost ^ AS2S3 Byzanz [Iran] V -y

asphalt M W
attack by fire !k

"  army C

automatic fire m!k Cairo
calabash shape

B
calcium nitrate
Caliph :h vy

ball Caliphate fleet i^7-fcv^|S
m. "f-m cannon ball m m

5S $ballista "  wheel
capselled medicine m m

ballista of stone casket fire m^m
pffi*, mmm carbon dioxide (CO2) m
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cast iron ^ mmm) copper sulphide
ceramic m m correct attention * a
Chang (3 meters) Coubilai

charcoal crossbow n,
"  powder "  of 3 bow

"  leak process mmm "  type ballista n iS
chen siaoshih mm, mm^ cracker

Chen t'ien lei

ch'ien chuen m ^
chien (1.8 m) m

D

ch'ien (3.75 g) m Damascus (Irak) ^ "V ^ ̂

chih huang chih mnm ± *
chih kuan a Dagestan [U.S.S.R.]

p ao m ̂ Dahir

"  tung m n data ■r —^
chih (0.3m) R dirts
chili nitre danger la ^
chili huoch'iu mmikm decision
chilun m ^ devil Jl
chin (0.6 kg) jf detonation fire arm
chin tan ^ n D'Ohsson K- y V
chin hua ± m dry lacquer ® m
chinpieh p'ao dynamite

"  huip'ao Dr. Heizo Nambo
chisel Wt Dr. Seiho Arima
ch'imo m %
ch'ing yu ■p

ch'iu m
chronological table ^ m eastern sea (of China) 'M. u
chu mmm earthen pot ± s
chuju % m nitre ± ri(±iiE>

ts'un Vs ^ "  old rat
chuan p'ao ^ m economic m m
ch'uan siao ill m Egypt h • ^5.
ch'uan yo » m elixirs n m
ch'uan huoyo mikM era of geology
ch'ung establish m ^
ch'ung k'uei m ^ evil aura 315 m
city walls m m excavation ffi ±
coiled cracker m m excavated (from Lo yang) (?&^)i±5±
combined cap type explode, explose
come out from the earth ffi ± explosives ■Jistj. !km
composition "  matter
combustible agent mMnmrnm) ball m. !km

"  matter "  bomb m 5i
"  firearms "  arms

composit (mixing) "  flask mm
condensed oil "  for cannon
Confucianism m m tube
Constantinople (Istanbul) =2 -f explosion mm, m^

/u "  accident mmtk
copper cannon m ic "  noise bamboo
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explosion fire arm flying fire arm
extend yellow paper flying fire by ballista mmm'X
external diameter ^ ffi " lance mxm
evil aura "  vehicle

fore southern

JR m

T7 foreign settlement
r

fuhuang chih Kg®
fashe m M furnace

fayo s m "  of alchemy nmm, mnm
fach'e a m fuse mim, mxm
fashih chi

Che

fanku tzu G

fang shih yj ± Ganges river (India)
" she general issimo 7C 6l|l

feihuo m !k geographic chart mm
"  Chiang mm geograph of military

feichi m m economic

fen (9.375 g) Germany
feng huo m !k ghost ^ m
ferrous caso go to death Ai^iii, n-r
fine charcoal Wi m goal Bmm
fore arms iK s gold
"  arrow "  flower ^ m

" burster great cannon

"  arms of explosives Greek

fire ambassed alum process ikikmm fire ^mX'^vy^
"  " nitre process X
"  " sulphur process ikmnm fleet

fire balls great wall of China
"  burster i/c m gun

"  bomb mrnw "  boat ^ «&
"  cracker « ft "  powder x^m, m^xm
"  dirt rocket mm
"  gun

H"  lance ;k. it
fire lance with projectile mm Hakata bay mm
"  rat mWk hand ballista

"  smoke ffl ;k hard stoneware

"  stone ball X■ heating device
"  tree X m height of body * s
"  technical book X 9 Heliopolis ^ y y

" work mx. 1ZX Heliotrope ^ y ^ h p — •/
five coolr S fe Hime W.L. A

"  dynasty 21 ft ho p'ao m 5S
"  rod ballista 31:^® Houlagou y

"  viscera 21 m Hsing yang ballista mmm
flame length xmM hua hui 7E ^
"  reaction hui p'ao K
flint xs. xm^ huo ch'ai X^ • y ^
flower "  Chiang X
flying fire m X "  ch'ich X s
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"  chung ik m incendiary mm
"  chien t'ung x■ m m
"  ji X m "  shell mmm
"  foi X m with fat
"  hua X ^ Indus river
"  jian X §5 initiator
"  kung X ^ inner diameter m
"  chili XMM inner skin of bamboo U Vr
"  laoshou X^B. Irak ■f 7 f
"  p'ao X iron of China

ch'iu X S " ball m m
"  jen X A " blade iS 30
"  p'aoyo xmm " board m m

shi X 5 " bomb mn, iJAss. m
'* shihpa'o A55S m
"  shih X ^ " pickle mmm

siao X ® " pot m m
"  sheng X «1 Ismaeon ■f
"  Shu AS. A^ Ismail -{ 7.7 y( y

iiuo tai A m
"  taoyo xmm T

"  t'ung X n J

" yo X m Jili huoch'iu mmx^
" yosien xmm ju chiao Wi M
" yop'ao xm^
" yokuan xmm

K3iuoyo pienchien
"  chu xmMi Kallinikos A V -7 7.

»huo xian X M(Aia) kan m
"  tzu A IS keng shen m t

Hungary nwm- if') kan ch'i ^ m
- kao chi # E

3iut 'j^ # keng tzu year cyile of 60
liuang tan sf n years 11^^(60^)

"  la n m Khorazm
huangpo shu n&m Khorazmian AaA
liutung p'ao Kirguiz
Hyphasis river (India) 17 r kuan (3.75 kg) *
Hypoclates

I

L

land mine m n
lance nI (oracle) M, laife A®

Ibn al-Bitaiar Lahore [[ndia] 7 —

ignition SSA. XM lang tu
"  powder s&xm lead oxide n n

igniter mm, mxm Leningrad \y=.y^=y- K

improve m m level m A
improvement of explosives license ^ ft
important resources map liang (3.75 g) M
incense m Pr li (40.0 km) ®
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Liegniz [Poland]
line of fire

liu

liu sing
li chu

lo fan

long ladder

" bamboo pipe
loose bowel

lientan shu

lientan lu

lienchen shu

M

ma ju

" sieh

" sheng

madfa

magician
Mameluk

map of China
mang siao
Marco Polo

Marcus Aurelius

"  gracus

materials for alchemy
maya siao
Mecca [Arabia]
Median fire

medicine

medicine in capsel
mercury

Melilla [Morocco]
memorandum

Mesopotamia

meteor

middle of autumn

mila

military technics
"  tactics

"  regime
"  weapons

missfire

missile

mixed agent
Mitsukuni, Yoshida

— —

ikW., ikB.

m fi
* tt-
m m

m ^
f8 M
R m
-7 K 7 r •

±1 A
7 7 V

^ 7A

-7/17 abX
P

fV 7^ if V

nmun

7

m u
m m
^ m
7^7

le »
y  7^ fi z r

sfeAAS
m M
4-

R %

£ s

^ m.

K-aSJ

mole (fire rat)
Moor

mou (100 m^)

monkshood

Mongolian history
"  troop

"  invation history
Morocco

Moslem troop

ballista

fleet

museum

mu

mu hui

" fan

*' t'anmo

N

a-tA

o p'ao
official fire arms

oracle

ore of gold
original ore
"  picture

organic matter

orpiment

old chess board

outer vessel

-t P y a

HISSc*
mu®

i&|i

A
A K
A R

nang yo m m
Nanching fire works
naphtha
"  thrower

natural

nest hole (projectile) ? m
new revised

new year's eve

niao Chung
Nibra [Spain] =-y'y

nitre (salt petre)
" from river ill ?&(®)
"  the tray Sl ®(?»)

nitrate crystals on earth m m
normal powder ^
nu n
nu kung n ̂
nu p'ao n ®
nung yu S rfi

m

^ if
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Oxydarace [India] "  smoke ball

po siao (plain nitre)
mmmm
e m

portable mm
Jr

porcelain m gs
Pakistan 1/ "  powder m s
palace potentiality a m
"  hall pottery

p'ao sa, m, m "  bottle K m.
"  cha « ft "  made M m
"  Chang . m ft powder n, xm
"  chu ■IS tr "  cartridge xmn
"  fa IS m. "  flask (can) X m
" kuan m * fuse xmm
"  tan ■IS mill XMMj
"  shih tube xmm
"  chenchu ■ISSIt "  of European cannon mwxmm

p'ao tso sa 1® precious If ft
paper ballista & sa prime minister irffl

"  cartridge a ^ projectile
"  pipe a «= proof m m

patu B 3. propellant mm, swu
paulonia seed oil propulse m M
Peloponesis [Greek] protecter against devil m n
pellet w m pure charcoal M fS
pe hsi 'S & " materials iSo
petroleum "  nitre Sri. SStE

pot
p'en s'ao r\

pharmacist ys ±(»J±) Q

pharmacy mmm quick lime
pharmaceutical book mmm
pi shuang fjt »

Rpien chien m 15
p'ili p'ao pssa radiation fire arm

" Che reaction R m
" huoch'iu mmm. record

pile of fire  X' m red hot iron owl mmm
pill of immoratality ^ fl- refine mm, mm
pine wood refining process mmm
pitch resin mm,
ping feng S ft Rhodes [Greek]
play m e rifle 9 •< 7

platain bean s river nitre III ri(ii)
Plataea [Greek] rfv'ry rock nitre mm
plain nitre » m rocket ring
Poland M  9 V K Roger Bacon
po (1.8 m) 3 V

p'o siao it\- vi roll cracker ^ 'IS
point s rosin

poison # m Roman empire p —

"  of wolf m m rotating fire
poisnous fire can mxm rough charcoal powder
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royal family snow of China

runner soldier with fire X A
Russia #iiS • Pt i'r sodium nitrate

Russian fleet South China

sodium sulphate

o
sparks A m

o spice and incense
saltpetre Spartans [Greek]
Salonika [Greece] spontaneous ignition ^m.x
scale strategy

screen M a standard composition
sea fire mik, standardization mmit
seed of glcdishia stone ballista 5 55
Sevil [Spain] "  bomb A55a
shell m 5i "  bullet E »
Sindo [India] stomach ffi
silver basin sulphur m, 5K*
"  flowers m mm;k) nest

sien m suanfeng pao
" jen iii A sword blade «l IS

siao "  lance m »
"  shih Syracuse
siao yu Syrians y V r A
signal fire A5t(OAL), m Syria

X•
Silk road p — K

single rod ballista mmm
silicious skin of hemp IE SS

T

"  " bamboo ¥s ^ tahan A #
shih p'ao tap'ao A 55
" tan tahuo p'ao AA55
" kan + •tanyo' the elixiers » m
"  kuo + M tanyo lu nmm
"  erh chih faochih ^ m
"  san shaop'ao )aohuo m A
" fan E Si tao chiao m ife

sin Chiang m » taoism

shihuo Chiang ^'xm tallow m jfi
60 year's cycle of Keng Tzu taoist M ±
shen ch'iep'u fan ching m m
" pao # K tan ch'i m m

sheng f ieh ^ m 10 Kingdom dynasty + M
shou p'ao ^ m 10 years cycle of Kan
" tan m n system + T

shuang shap'ao mmm Teheran [Iran] V

shuip'ao fengpi TKmmm 3 branch with 6 arrow head sftAlr
shu'i hui Tic m 13 rods ballista +Hlt55
" kuan Tk If thread mm)
" yin tk m thomg fire ball mmx^

siao shih p'o ®E# throw stone vehicle

smoke m thunder fire ball

"  and flame m m thunder bolt m A
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tiger style ballista unglazed pottery m m
tile unquenchable flame
ti lao shou (liquid fuel)
t'iehuo p'ao mm
t'ie p'ao m ̂ \T

Tibet [China] V

tien sza su mm various jest m ̂
tilei m m "  medicine m m
ti shuang m m "  play w ®
tinder Vegetius
ting (109 m) Venetian

ting fen violet flame mnm,
Titan fire arrow vicera m
"  " lance vessels

tieh p'ao m m volume ^ m
total ^ It
tow

W
t'ieh ch'in m m
" fou m m wax m
" chili mmm water pipe tK t
" jen m M "  reservoir tK b
" ping m m wa chih m: m

t'ien chiao % IS " fu M. m
t'oushih chi weight and measure mmm
t'oushe chi mm weikuan huo mvA
t'oushe huo chi mm winter, wintry #
transport of firing materials !K « willow charcoal m K
triangle ordinate wo huang fs n
troop with fire ik m wood A
Troy [Turkey] "  ash R

tsun world history

tu fu ± s wu se

tu huofou mm wushao p'ao

t'u siao ± m Wutai dynasty $ it
tu yo m m wutsang s: m
" yen ch'iu mmmm

tuan (3300 m^)
V

tubular fire arms

t'ung ch'ung m m xian W.> M
"  yu
Turkoman [W. Asia]

V

2 rods ballista
X

12 years cycle of yen m, m
Chi-branches yench'i lun mm

tzu wo ? m yen huo M'X, mx
ts'u t'anmo yen siao mm,
tz'u ch'i m n yenyen

yin huochiu
m m
3ixm

U
yinhua ^ 7E
yin kuo m m

Uighur [West China] yin sien 31 m
undijest yo t'sai M U
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yo hsin ^ ̂ yuan shih % 61
yot'ung ^ ®


